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Abstract
The number of processors embedded in high performance computing platforms is growing
daily to solve larger and more complex problems. Hence, parallel runtime environments
have to support and adapt to the underlying platforms that require scalability and fault
management in more and more dynamic environments. This dissertation aims to analyze,
understand and improve the state of the art mechanisms for managing highly dynamic,
large scale applications.
This dissertation demonstrates that the use of new scalable and fault-tolerant topologies,
combined with rerouting techniques, builds parallel runtime environments, which are able
to efficiently and reliably deliver sets of information to a large number of processes. Several
important graph properties are provided to illustrate the theoretical capability of these
topologies in terms of both scalability and fault-tolerance, such as reasonable degree, regular
graph, low diameter, symmetric graph, low cost factor, low message traffic density, optimal
connectivity, low fault-diameter and strongly resilient.
The dissertation builds a communication framework based on these topologies to support
parallel runtime environments. Such a framework can handle multiple types of messages,
e.g., unicast, multicast, broadcast and all-gather. Additionally, the communication frame-
work has been formally verified to work in both normal and failure circumstances without
creating any of the common problems such as broadcast storm, deadlock and non-progress
cycle.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, there are many applications that require substantial computing power and re-
sources (e.g., memory and disk) such as animation movies, online-auctions, search engines
and scientific applications. Hence high performance computing (HPC), a computing system
constructed from multiple processors linked together in a single system with interconnec-
tion networks, becomes more and more important. Recently, several HPC platforms have
been installed or upgraded with tens of thousands of CPUs, such as Blue-Gene/L at LLNL,
Jaguar at ORNL and Red Storm at Sandia [Dongarra et al., 1997] to facilitate computing
power and resource needs. However, as the number of components in the system increases,
so does the probability of failure.
The mean (average) time between failures (MTBF) of a system is often used as an
indication of system reliability. Unfortunately, there is an inverse proportional relationship
between the MTBF and the number of components in a system. The MTBF of the Blue-
Gene/L is only six and a half days [Seager, 2005]. Quality of components in the system is
another factor that affects the MTBF of the whole system. Over the last decade, commodity
off-the-shelf cluster computing systems have been deployed as an inexpensive solution in
lieu of vendor platforms [Dongarra et al., 1997]. Such off-the-shelf systems have good
price-performance ratio. However, because of the low cost of the components used in such
systems, they have low reliability.
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Due to their fast growing development and the high failure probability of recent ma-
chines, application developers on these HPC systems face two challenges: scalability and
fault-tolerance. The term scalability refers to the property that indicates the ability of the
system to handle growing amounts of work in a graceful manner. Scalable systems are
suitably efficient and practical when applied to large configurations. Fault-tolerance is a
property that enables a system to continue operating properly in the event of failure of some
components. Fault-tolerant systems require no single point of failure. Both scalable and
fault-tolerant properties are desirable and necessary for software libraries and applications
when running on large-scale high-performance computing platforms.
Many large-scale applications developed for these HPC systems are implemented on
top of message passing systems for which the de-facto standard is the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [MPI Forum, 1994]. MPI is a library specification for message-passing,
proposed by vendors, implementors and users. It was designed as a portable and high-
performance message exchanging layer on both massively parallel machines and general
workstation clusters. Several MPI libraries are available with both open source and vendor-
supplied implementations. These MPI implementations require support from a parallel
runtime environment, which is an extensions of the operating system services, and provides
necessary functionalities (such as naming resolution services) for both the message passing
libraries and applications.
In general, the MPI runtime environments are responsible for job starting and termina-
tion. They should be able to transfer signals, e.g., if a user presses Control-C, the runtime
environments should forward the termination signal to the running processes. They should
also redirect standard I/O, collect the exit status and monitor the job status. Moreover,
the MPI runtime environments should interface with debuggers, schedulers and other mon-
itoring tools for user convenience.
To satisfy the requirements of such a dynamic environment (high failure probability) in
large-scale HPC systems, a scalable and fault-tolerant MPI runtime environment is needed.
Unfortunately, currently available MPI runtime environments are either not scalable or
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inefficient in dynamic environments. This lack of scalability in such runtime environments
motivates this dissertation.
1.1 Dissertation Statement
This dissertation aims to analyze, understand and improve state of the art mechanisms for
managing highly dynamic, large scale applications, as well as demonstrate that using new
scalable and fault-tolerant topologies combined with rerouting techniques builds parallel
runtime environments, which are able to efficiently and reliably deliver sets of information
to a large number of processes. The dissertation builds a communication framework to
support parallel runtime environments that can handle multiple types of messages (e.g.,
unicast, multicast and broadcast) in both normal and failure circumstances.
1.2 Contributions
This dissertation analyzes existing topologies and introduces a new scalable and fault-
tolerant network topology called a binomial graph. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first ones to develop this kind of network topologies.
The theoretical capability of these topologies can be illustrated by several important
graph properties in terms of both scalability and fault-tolerance such as reasonable degree,
regular graph, low diameter, symmetric graph, low cost factor, low message traffic density,
optimal connectivity, low fault-diameter and strongly resilient. These properties have been
compared with other related topologies.
Each topology provides several fault-tolerant routing algorithms that are used to handle
different message types (e.g., unicast, multicast and broadcast) in both normal and failure
circumstances. Some optimal two-terminal and broadcast routing algorithms are also pro-
vided. The routing protocols have been formally verified to prevent common problems such
as deadlock and non-progress cycles.
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These topologies are used to develop a communication framework that supports parallel
runtime environments, e.g., Harness and Open RTE. The communication framework should
provide enough functionality to support any development of parallel runtime environments
(i.e. the communication framework is independent from the MPI implementation). The
framework also has a run-time stack trace to help debug applications. The performance
evaluation and reliability analysis of the communication framework are also provided.
1.3 Assumptions and Limitations
The communication framework assumes that there exists an external directory service (DS).
The DS is used in the initialization step of the logical topologies. The examples of DS in
this context are the name service component of Harness and the general purpose registry
(GPR) of Open RTE. The module that accesses the DS layer is separated for easy expansion
to support other DSs (e.g., LDAP - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) in the future.
The communication framework also assumes that any failure (of the nodes, links, pro-
cesses or any components), which occurs in the system, is Fail-stop rather than Byzantine,
i.e., if a process or a node crashes, it should be unreachable rather than pretend that it
is still alive. The underline protocol must be able to detect the failure and respond in a
predictable way. This dissertation does not cover any form of Byzantine fault-tolerance.
Finally, the other assumption of the communication framework is that the transmission
channel in which the framework is executed can detect and recover from a transmission or
physical communication error, e.g., the communication framework can be implemented on
top of TCP or reliable UDP. In other words, the communication framework assumes that
no messages are lost by the underlying protocol. Any failure (of nodes, links and processes)
detected by the reliable communication protocol will be handled by the communication
framework.
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1.4 Outline of Dissertation
The second chapter presents all relevant background information necessary to understand
the rest of this dissertation. Related work in this area includes various types of parallel
runtime environments, several logical network topologies, and scalability and fault-tolerant
solutions presented in other environments. This chapter also introduces MPI runtime en-
vironments, especially Harness and Open RTE, both of which are used as test-based en-
vironments of this dissertation. The communication framework and its applications are
presented in this chapter. In addition, this chapter describes basic concepts in protocol
verification and reliability analysis.
The third chapter focuses on the theoretical foundation behind the communication
framework that is designed to support scalable and fault-tolerant MPI runtime environ-
ments. Here, the properties of a scalable and fault-tolerant topology called Complete k -ary
sibling tree (CST) are evaluated as a logical topology for the communication framework. A
new topology called Binomial graph (BMG) is also introduced in this chapter. This topol-
ogy addresses the problems of non-regular graph and broadcast overhead in the CST by
using a broadcast friendly topology exhibiting regular graph properties. Several foundation
properties in graph theory have been analyzed and presented in terms of scalability and
fault-tolerant capabilities.
The fourth chapter presents several implementation issues and techniques of CST and
BMG topologies, especially in aspects of routing protocols and algorithms. Bit counting
techniques that are heavily used in routing algorithms of BMG are discussed. This chapter
also presents a self-healing mechanism for BMG and a mechanism to prevent potential prob-
lems of network bisection. Additionally, this chapter mentions wide area communication
with multiple groups of topologies, a debugging tool (called run-time stack trace) provided
by the communication framework, and other implementation issues and techniques of the
communication framework.
The fifth chapter discusses several experimental evaluations of both CST and BMG
topologies. Several fault-tolerant routing algorithms for unicast, multicast and broadcast
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messages are evaluated. They have been tested under both normal and failure circum-
stances. Bit counting techniques that play an important role in routing algorithms and
self-healing mechanisms of BMG are also evaluated. Reliability analysis in a failure situa-
tion of both topologies is also presented in this chapter.
The last chapter concludes this dissertation and presents some potential future work.
The user’s guide that includes the installation steps, customized configurations and ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) of the communication framework is listed in the
appendix section.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Literature Review
Each message passing system has different requirements for parallel runtime environments.
Most implementations of the message passing interface (MPI) standard require portable,
scalable and high performance parallel runtime environments for heterogeneous, tightly
coupled environments. Some MPI implementations such as FT-MPI [Fagg et al., 2004]
also require high-availability in dynamic environments. Parallel runtime environments of
Grid computing (Grid middle-ware) such as Globus [Foster and Kesselman, 1997] and Le-
gion [Grimshaw andWulf, 1996] put emphasize on scalability and security for heterogeneous,
loosely coupled systems. Distributed operating systems and single system image systems
such as Mosix [Barak et al., 1993], Bproc [Hendriks, 2002] and Dragonfly BSD [Hsu, 2004]
aim to run efficiently in such coupled environments.
Requirements of parallel runtime environments can be summarized as shown in the
Table 2.1. Although there are several existing runtime environments for different types
of systems, they do not meet some of the major requirements for MPI implementations:
scalability, portability and performance. Typically, distributed OS and single system image
systems are not portable while the nature of Grid middle-wares has performance problems.
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Table 2.1: Parallel Runtime Environment Requirements
Requirements
Systems
MPI implementation Grid Middleware Distributed OS
Environment Tightly coupled Loosely coupled Tightly coupled
Scalability High High Medium
Performance High Medium High
Heterogeneous Yes Yes No
Fault-tolerance Medium High Medium
Recently, many MPI implementations have been developed such as MPICH [Gropp et al.,
1996], FT-MPI [Fagg et al., 2004], Open MPI [Gabriel et al., 2004] and LAM/MPI [Burns
et al., 1994]. MPICH uses a parallel runtime environment called Multi-purposed daemon
(MPD) [Butler et al., 2000] for providing scalability and fault-tolerance through a ring topol-
ogy for some operations and a tree topology for others. Runtime environments of the other
MPI implementations, e.g., HARNESS [Beck et al., 1999] of FT-MPI, Open RTE [Castain
et al., 2005] of Open MPI and LAM [Burns et al., 1994] of LAM/MPI, do not currently
provide both scalable and fault tolerant solutions for their internal communications.
The scalability and fault tolerance properties of the internal communication framework
are dependent on the logical network topologies that are used for message transmission.
The design of logical topologies should meet the following important criteria:
• Low degree - the degree of a node is the number of links incident to the node. The
degree number should be kept to a minimum to reduce the state management loaded
on each node.
• Regular graph - every node has the same degree.
• Low diameter - the diameter of a graph is the longest shortest path between any two
nodes. This number represents the worst case of performance (a maximum number
of hops) of the topology.
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• Symmetric graph - the average inter-nodal distance should be the same from any
source nodes.
• No numbers of node restriction - unlike the physical network topology, the logical
network topology should be able to handle any number of nodes to support large
scale parallel applications.
In addition to the mentioned criteria, the routing protocol of the topology should be
able to deliver the control messages in both normal and failure circumstances.
There are several existing logical network topologies that could be used in the frame-
works. The fully connected topology (Full Mesh) is good in terms of fault-tolerance, but it is
not scalable because of its high degree. The bidirectional ring topology is more scalable, but
it is not fault-tolerant. Hypercube [Saad and Schultz, 1988] and its variants (HCR [Banerjee
and Sarkar, 2001], HHC [Malluhi and Bayoumi, 1994], FHC [El-Amawy and Latifi, 1991a],
EXHC [Kumar and Patnaik, 1992], ENHC [Tzeng and Wei, 1991], CCC [Preparata and
Vuillemin, 1981], SBCH [Louri and Neocleous, 1997a] and OMMH [Louri and Sung, 1994]),
FPCN [Ohring and Das, 1996], de Bruijn [Sivarajan and Ramaswami, 1994] and its variants
(HDB [Ganesan and Pradhan, 1993] and DBCUBE [Chen et al., 1993]), Kautz [Panchapake-
san and Sengupta, 1999], M-Network [Mohan and Kulkarni, 2006] and ShuffleNet [Karol,
1988] have a number of node restrictions. They are either not scalable or not fault-tolerant.
The Manhattan Street Network (2D Torus) [Maxemchuck, 1985] is more flexible (no restric-
tion in number of nodes) than Hypercube-like topologies. However, it has a much higher
average hop-distance. Variants of k -ary tree, such as Hierarchical Clique (HiC) [Campbell
et al., 2004] and Hypertree, are scalable and fault-tolerant. They are good for both unicast
and broadcast messages. However, not all nodes in their topologies are equal (the resulting
graph is not regular). Their basic properties are summarized in Table 2.2.
The scalability and fault-tolerance issues have been addressed in several networking ar-
eas. However, those approaches could not be used or they are not efficient in the parallel
runtime environments because of the performance requirements. Topologies, used in struc-
tured peer-to-peer networking based on distributed hash tables such as CAN [Ratnasamy
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Table 2.2: Property Comparison of Network Topologies
Topologies
Properties
Size Degree Diameter Scalability Fault-tolerance
CCC k × 2k 3 b5d−22 c High Low
DBCUBE c× 2k k + 1 k(1 + log c) Medium Medium
de Bruijn rn 2r logd n Medium Medium
ENHC 2n ∝ k k + dn−k2 e Low High
EXHC 2k×l l k + 2(l − 1) Medium Medium
FHC 2n n+ 1 dn2 e Medium Medium
FPCN 2n × 10k n+ 3k n+ 2k Medium Medium
Full Mesh n n− 1 1 Very low Very high
HCR n× rn 3 logk n High Low
HDB 2m+n m+ 4 m+ n Medium Medium
HiC n 2k 2h− 1 Medium Medium
HHC 2m +m m+ 1 2m+1 Medium Medium
Hypercube 2k k k Medium Medium
Hypertree n Asymmetric ∝ Type High Low
Kautz dk + dn−1 d k ∝ d ∝ 1d
OMMH l2 × 2n 4 + log2 (n2 ) 1 + log2 (n2 ) Medium Medium
M-Network n = 2k n4 4 Low High
MSN n×m 4 √n High Low
Ring n 2 n2 Very high Very low
SBCH w2 × 2n 2 + log2 ( nw2 ) 2 + log2 ( nw2 ) Medium Medium
ShuffleNet k × rk 2r logd n Medium Medium
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et al., 2000], Chord [Stoica et al., 2001], SkipNet [Harvey et al., 2003], Kademlia [May-
mounkov and Mazieres, 2002], Viceroy [Malkhi et al., 2002], Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel,
2001] and Tapestry [Zhao et al., 2001], are also scalable and fault-tolerant. They were de-
signed for resource discovery in dynamic environments. Hence, they may not be efficiently
used in HPC, owing to the overhead for managing highly dynamic applications. Techniques
used in sensor or large scale, ad-hoc networking based on gossiping (or epidemic algorithm)
[Gupta et al., 2001,Renesse et al., 1998] mainly focus on information aggregation and trade
performance for reliability.
2.2 MPI Runtime Environments
In this dissertation, the MPI Runtime Environments that are used as test-based parallel
runtime environments are HARNESS and Open RTE. Harness is a runtime environment of
the fault-tolerance implementation of the message passing interface called FT-MPI. While
Open RTE is a runtime environment of modular system implementation called Open MPI.
2.2.1 HARNESS
HARNESS (Heterogeneous Adaptive Reconfigurable NEtworked SyStem) [Beck et al., 1999]
is a metacomputing system that aims to provide a highly dynamic and fault-tolerant com-
puting environment for high performance computing applications.
The major goal of HARNESS is to build a framework for distributed computing. A
major difference between previous projects (e.g., PVM) and HARNESS is the dynamic
plug-in modularity of the latter. To provide users of HARNESS instant application support,
both a PVM and an MPI plug-in were envisaged. As the HARNESS system itself was both
dynamic and fault tolerant (no single points of failure), it became possible to build an MPI
plug-in with added capabilities such as dynamic process management and fault tolerance.
Currently, HARNESS is currently used as an MPI runtime environment of a fault-tolerant
implementation called FT-MPI. There are four principal components in HARNESS as shown
in Figure 2.1. They are the HARNESS core, a name service, an event notifier and a startup
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Figure 2.1: HARNESS and FT-MPI Architecture
daemon.
The HARNESS core is a simple component that is responsible for loading and unloading
plug-ins (e.g., an MPI plug-in). If plug-ins are not located in the local directory of the user,
HARNESS will automatically download the plug-ins from a configurable repository.
A name service is a directory service component. It is used to keep meta-data such
as MPI state used in recovery procedures. It also acts as a shared storage that maintains
contact information of other components. The name service also has a call-back capability.
Components may register to the name service to receive a call back when certain entries
have been added, updated or deleted. An entry may be locked or unlocked to prevent
consistency problems in case of simultaneously updating.
An event notifier is a component that offers an event notification functionality. It helps
to maintain consistency of an event. After the notifier gets an event from an event raiser, it
will forward the event to any components that register to receive the event. For example,
if a startup daemon or an MPI process detects a dead process, it will raise a dead event to
the event notifier. After that, the notifier will forward the dead event to all MPI processes
in the same job.
A startup daemon is a component that is responsible for starting and terminating both
MPI and non-MPI jobs, including dynamically spawned MPI processes (Dynamic process
management of MPI 2.0 standard). It can also transmit and translate signals to the pro-
cesses for various operating systems, e.g., if a user presses Control-C to cancel an MPI job,
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the startup daemon will automatically deliver an interrupt signal to the MPI processes. It
also forwards a standard I/O to and collects the existing status from the MPI processes.
The startup daemon will detect and keep the status of MPI processes. In addition, Harness
provides a startup library to access the startup daemon and manages resources as part of
startup services.
All internal communication between these components is based on a helper subsystem
called SNIPE 2/V that is included in the distribution of HARNESS and FT-MPI. It was
inherited from the SNIPE (Scalable Networked Information Processing Environment) [Fagg
et al., 1999] project.
2.2.2 Open RTE
Open RTE (The Open Runtime Environment) [Castain et al., 2005] is a spin-off project
from Open MPI [Gabriel et al., 2004]. It is currently used as an MPI runtime environment
of the Open MPI. The design of Open MPI is based on the top of the Modular Component
Architecture (MCA) [Squyres and Lumsdaine, 2003]. Any Open RTE subsystem is a com-
ponent that may be selected at runtime. All components of Open RTE can be compared
with those of HARNESS summarized in Table 2.3.
The principal elements in Open RTE, as shown in Figure 2.2, have four parts as follows:
general purpose registry, resource management, error management and support services.
The general purpose registry (GPR) is a directory service that supports sharing of data.
The GPR offers a publish/subscribe mechanism. Open RTE components may access GPR
with key-value pairs and register with the GPR to receive an event notification when some
certain entries have been added, modified or deleted. The functionality of GPR is very
similar to the name service of HARNESS.
The resource management system is a subsystem that provides services for resource dis-
covery, allocation, mapping and process launch. The resource discovery subsystem (RDS)
is responsible for identifying resources available to Open RTE (e.g., RDS may obtain re-
source information from a host file). The RDS keeps the resource information in GPR. The
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Table 2.3: Components of HARNESS and Open RTE
Functionality
MPI Runtime Environments
HARNESS Open RTE
Communication Framework SNIPE 2/V Runtime Message Layer (RML)
Directory Service Name Service General Purpose Registry (GPR)
Error detection Startup Daemon State-of-Health Monitor (SOH)
Error notification Event Notifier Error Manager (EMGR)
Process Launcher Startup Daemon Process Launch Subsystem (PLS)
Resource Allocation Startup Library Resource Allocation Subsystem (RAS)
Resource Discovery Startup Library Resource Discovery Subsystem (RDS)
Resource Mapping Startup Library Resource Mapping (RMAP)
I/O Forwarding Startup Services I/O Forwarding (IOF)
Identifier Generator Name Service Name Service (NS)
General
Purpose
Registry
ResourceAllocationResourceDiscoveryProcessLaunchResourceMapper
State Monitoring-
Reporting
Error
Management
Run
time
Mes
sage
Nam
e
Serv
ice
I/O
Forw
ard
Resource
Management
Error
Management
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Figure 2.2: Open RTE Architecture
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resource allocation system (RAS) will attempt to allocate resources based on information
obtained from the RDS and both the allocated resources and the application processes (e.g.,
MPI processes) may be mapped by resource mapping (RMAP) subsystem (if needed). Fi-
nally, the application processes will be launched by a process launch subsystem (PLS). The
functionality of resource management is very similar to services provided by the startup
service of HARNESS.
The error management subsystem consists of process status monitoring (e.g., a state of
health monitor (SOH) that detects an unexpected close connection) and an error manager
(EMGR) subsystem. The EMGR is responsible for defining the system response. The
functionality of EMGR is similar to the event notifier of HARNESS, while the capability of
SOH is included in the startup daemon.
Open RTE provides other support services such as name services (NS), runtime mes-
saging layer (RML) and I/O Forwarding (IOF). NS is responsible for assigning a unique
identifier. This functionality is also accomplished by the name service of HARNESS. RML
is a communication framework of Open RTE, which operates to manage the internal data
transmission within Open RTE itself. This subsystem is similar to the SNIPE 2/V commu-
nication framework included in HARNESS. The IOF performs to forward standard input,
output and error between remote processes and the user console. The I/O forwarding
capability is the same as the startup service of HARNESS.
2.3 Communication Framework
The communication framework in this dissertation aims to support various message passing
implementations including, but not limited to, a fault-tolerance implementation of message
passing interface called FT-MPI, as well as a modular system implementation called Open
MPI. Both of these systems have different requirements in terms of parallel runtime envi-
ronment support. FT-MPI requires the highest level of support due to its more dynamic
nature. Thus, we first concentrate on its requirements because other systems will usually
need a lesser subset of support options. FT-MPI needs a scalable internal communication
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framework that works well in dynamic environments in order to provide the fault tolerance
feature. The current version of FT-MPI is not adequately scalable because several internal
states, such as initialization, recovery and finalization, require data replication, which is
based on centralized components.
The communication framework can be used for several operations needed in generic
(and/or specific) MPI runtime environments. The example of those operations and the
details of how the communication framework can be used are described in the following
paragraphs.
Distributed Directory Service: Directory service is storage that maintains informa-
tion used during the lifetime of an MPI job such as the contact information of each process,
the information used in recovery algorithm of FT-MPI, etc. The communication frame-
work makes it possible to use the network as a distributed directory service by mapping
such information into the logical node ID. Scalable and fault-tolerant information manage-
ment (update or query) can be done with unicast messages (similar to resource discovery
in structured peer-to-peer networking).
Recovery Algorithm in FT-MPI: The recovery algorithm in FT-MPI is a multi-
phase commit protocol. As discussed in [Fagg et al., 2005], using the tree topology in the
recovery steps improves the performance. All communication during those recovery steps is
always between master and slaves (they are not peer-to-peer). Hence, such communication
can be based on the broadcast operations.
Standard I/O Redirection: Although the MPI standard does not define how the
input and the output of an MPI process should be treated, most of the MPI implementation
redirects the standard output and the standard error to the user terminal (if not run under
the batch scheduling). This operation can be done using broadcast message services
Monitoring Framework: A monitoring framework provides information such as pro-
cesses, nodes and messages for tool and application development. Examples of these tools
are parallel debuggers, runtime fault detectors, runtime verification, load balancers, etc. To
build a scalable and fault-tolerant monitoring framework, the communication underneath
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the framework can use multiple types of message transmissions (unicast, multicast and
broadcast) provided by the communication framework.
2.4 Protocol Verification
The communication framework relies on several communication and routing protocols.
These protocols need to be verified to ensure that the design of protocols did not exhibit any
potential problems. These protocols have been modeled with the PROMELA [Holzmann,
1991] specification language, which is the input of the SPIN [Holzmann, 1997] verification
tools. PROMELA (Process Meta Language) is a non-deterministic language for making
an abstraction of distributed system protocols. It supports dynamic creation of concurrent
processes, both synchronous and asynchronous message passing via communication chan-
nels, message loss and duplicate simulation and several other features. SPIN is a model
checker for asynchronous systems using an automata-theory. It checks for deadlocks, live-
locks (non-progress cycles) and non-reachable states in the entire state space. It can verify
and simulate several correctness properties. If an error is found, SPIN will show a coun-
terexample of a circumstance that can generate the erroneous state. SPIN also provides a
simulation graphical interface called XSPIN as shown in Figure 2.3(a).
Due to the fact that the PROMELA language is based on point to point communication,
there must be as many channels as nodes in order to model the broadcast system. Each node
will exclusively receive messages only through this channel. They will use a corresponding
channel associated with the node to send messages. All the nodes will wait in a loop with
the do repetition construct. The root node begins sending the initial messages and if a node
gets a message, it will check the message type and execute portions of code corresponding
to the routing algorithms. For simplicity, we use a new feature of SPIN version 4, which can
include embedded C code fragments (with c code construct of PROMELA) to compute node
depth, neighbor IDs, etc. The link failure is simulated with a non-deterministic selection
capability of the if selection construct. The SPIN verifier and simulator will randomly
choose the status (up or down) of links between a node and its neighbors while the node is
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Figure 2.3: SPIN Verification Tools: (a) An Example of Broadcast Simulation with XSPIN;
(b) Simplified State Diagram of the Routing Protocol in CST
trying to send a message on to the next hop. In order to speed up the verification process, we
reduce the size of state space by using an atomic construct to atomically execute its code
section, which represents internal computation without interleaved execution with other
processes. Figure 2.3(b) shows an example of a state diagram generated by SPIN.
2.5 Reliability Analysis
2.5.1 Concepts
To ensure reliability of the communication framework, especially in a failure condition, the
reliability analysis is needed. The reliability of the communication framework is defined as
its ability to maintain an operation over a period of time t, i.e., the reliability R(t)= Pr(the
framework is operational in [0,t ]). The framework is “operational” if it can successfully
deliver messages from sources to the alive destination(s), even when some nodes in the
routing path die. The probability distribution function (pdf) is associated with the lifetime
of the communication framework. Currently, the simulation of this dissertation supports
only an Exponential [Balakrishnan and Basu, 1995] and Weibull [Plait, 1962] distribution.
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The cumulative distribution function (cdf), F (t), can be defined as
F (t) =
∫ t
0
f(t)dt
where f (t) is the pdf. There are other characteristics that can be determined from the pdf
and cdf, which are commonly used in reliability analysis; these are the reliability function,
the hazard function and mean time between failures. The reliability function (or survival
function), R(t), is the probability that the communication framework survives to time t. It
can be defined as
R(t) = 1− F (t).
The dissertation assumes that there is no failure at the initial time, i.e., t = 0 and R(0) = 1.
The Hazard function, h(t), is the failure rate of the network. The h(t) is defined by
h(t) =
f(t)
R(t)
.
The failure rate in practice may have a bathtub shape [Xie and Lai, 1995]. The hazard
function of the communication framework is also assumed to change with the bathtub curve,
which consists of three phases: decreasing failure rate (burn in), constant failure rate and
increasing failure rate (wearing out) as shown in Figure 2.4. Both distributions supported
in the simulation are enough to model the bathtub curve. The constant failure rate can be
modeled with the Exponential distribution, while the decreasing and increasing failure rate
can be modeled with the Weibull distribution.
The mean time between failure (MTBF) is defined to be the average (or expected)
lifetime of the network. The MTBF is defined by
MTBF =
∫ ∞
0
R(t)dt.
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If a failure rate is λ, the pdf of the exponential distribution (for t>0) is given by
f(t) = λe−λt.
The pdf of the Weibull distribution is given by
f(t) = βα−βtβ−1exp
[
−( t
α
)β
]
where α is the scale parameter and β is the shape parameter. The Exponential distribution
is actually a special case of the Weibull distribution where β = 1 and α = 1λ . The associate
functions of the Exponential and Weibull distributions can be summarized in Table 2.4.
The Γ denotes the gamma function where Γ(n) is defined as
Γ(n) =
∫ ∞
0
e−xxn−1dx.
If n is an integer, Γ(n) = (n− 1)!. In the most general form, the 3-parameter form [Cran,
1988] of Weibull includes an additional waiting time parameter µ (sometimes called a shift
or location parameter). The formulas for the 3-parameter Weibull can be easily obtained
from these formulas by substituting occurrences of t by (t− µ).
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Table 2.4: Associate Characteristic Functions of Distributions
Characteristics
Distributions
Exponential Weibull
CDF, F(t) 1− e−λt 1− e−( tα )β
Reliability Function, R(t) e−λt e−(
t
α
)β
Hazard function, h(t) λ βα−βtβ−1
MTBF 1λ αΓ(1 +
1
β )
2.5.2 Methods and Techniques
There are several existing analytical methods for reliability analysis. These methods may
be divided into two classes: non-state, space-based methods (a.k.a. combinatorial models)
and state, space-based methods. Each of them has its own advantages and limitations.
There are three popular techniques [Trivedi, 2002,Sahner et al., 1996] using the non-state,
space-based methods as follows: a reliability block diagram, a reliability graph and a fault
tree. These models are similar in the sense that they capture conditions that make a
system fail in terms of a relationship between components. The series-parallel reliability
block diagram (RBD) is probably the oldest technique for reliability analysis [Wang et al.,
2004]. All components are represented in blocks and all blocks are combined together in
series and/or parallel. Unfortunately, only some systems can be mapped into a RBD. The
reliability graph [Sahner et al., 1996] (a.k.a non-series-parallel block diagram) is a directed
graph where the edges represent a component. Such graphs constitute a superset of the
RBD. The fault tree [Dugan, 1989, Sahner and Trivedi, 2000] is represented as a tree-like
topology where the root of the tree is a failure event of the whole system, and the branches
of the tree represent failures of an individual component. All of the above mentioned non-
state, space-based models assume stochastic independence among failures. However, this
assumption may not hold in practice. Most of the state, space-based methods, such as
the Markov reward model and Petri Nets, are based on Markovian (or semi-Markovian)
models [Bremaud, 1999,Sahner and Trivedi, 1986]. The Markov reward model [Haverkort
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and Trivedi, 1993] is a Markov model with the reward assigned to all states and transitions.
Each submodel is linked by mathematical expressions. Petri Nets [Malhotra and Trivesi,
1995, Puliafito et al., 1997] consist of places, transitions and directed arcs. Places may
contain tokens, which can move from place to place when each transition becomes enabled.
All of the state, space-based models are subject to an intractably large state space.
Discrete-event simulation [Leemis and Park, 2005] on the other hand offers an attrac-
tive feature alternative to traditional analytical models because it can capture details of
the system and facilitate an influence of various factors. This dissertation analyzes the
reliability of the communication framework using the discrete-event simulation technique.
The influence of various factors on the communication framework behavior, especially in
failure circumstances, has been studied.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Foundation
This chapter includes lightly revised sections of the following papers.
Angskun, T., Fagg, G., Bosilca, G., Pjesˇivac–Grbovic´, J., and Dongarra, J. Self-healing
network for scalable fault tolerant runtime environments. In Proceedings of 6th Austrian-
Hungarian workshop on distributed and parallel systems, pages 73-80, Innsbruck, Austria.
Springer-Verlag.
Angskun, T., Bosilca, G., and Dongarra, J. Binomial graph: A scalable and fault-tolerant
logical network topology. In ISPA07, number 4742 in LNCS, pages 471-482. Springer-
Verlag.
I was the primary contributor of the papers and was involved in the design and imple-
mentation of the topologies. This chapter revises the papers by providing more detailed
descriptions in the papers.
The scalable and fault-tolerant capability of the communication framework depends on the
logical topologies underneath. This chapter presents theoretical foundations of two logical
network topologies called Complete k -ary sibling tree (CST) and Binomial graph (BMG).
Their structure and properties are presented in section 3.1 and section 3.2.
3.1 Complete K -ary Sibling Tree (CST)
The complete k -ary sibling tree (CST) is a topology that provides desirable topological
properties in terms of both scalability and fault-tolerance for high performance computing.
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Figure 3.1: Complete K -ary Sibling Tree (CST) Topology
The CST has scalable capabilities such as low degree, low diameter, low average distance
(both unicast and broadcast), no numbers of node restriction and low cost factor. It also
has good fault-tolerance properties such as optimal connectivity.
This section is organized as follows. Section 3.1.1 presents the self-recovery structure
of CST, followed by its properties in section 3.1.2. The fault-tolerant capability of CST is
presented in section 3.1.3. Finally, section 3.1.4 summarizes all the information of CST.
3.1.1 Self-Recovery Structure
Definition The complete k -ary sibling tree (CST) is a k -ary tree, where k is fanout (k ≥
2) and the nodes on the same level (same depth on the tree) are linked together using a
ring topology. All the nodes on the last level must occupy the leftmost spots consecutively,
with no spot left unoccupied between any two nodes.
The tree is primarily designed to allow scalability for broadcast and multicast opera-
tions that are typically required during MPI application startup, input redirection, control
signals and termination. The ring is used to provide a well understood secondary path
for transmission when the tree is damaged during failure conditions (simplest multi-path
extension). Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of the 3-ary (k=3) sibling tree.∗
Each node needs to know the contact information of at most k+3 neighbors (i.e., parent,
left, right and their children). The number of neighbor is kept to a minimum to reduce the
load of state management on each node. Both the tree and the ring topologies allow for
∗ If CST topology is a binary sibling tree, it is the same topology as Hypertree (Type II) [Goodman and
Sequin, 1981].
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Figure 3.2: CST after Recovery: (a) Node 4 Failed; (b) Node 4 and 5 Failed
neighbors addressing to be computed locally. Usually, we expect the k parameter to remain
a constant for the lifetime of the topology. The contact information of each node in some
cases can be locally calculated for some tightly coupled systems or may be stored in an
external directory service such as a name service of FT-MPI, a general purpose registry
(GPR) of Open MPI or even a LDAP server for loosely coupled systems.
There are some situations where nodes do not die but become unreachable because of
network bisection. This situation can be prevented by self-recovery. When a node detects
that a neighbor disappears, it will send a unicast message to establish the connection with
the next neighbor in the ring in the direction of a dead node. This procedure will be
continued until the connection with one of the nodes in the ring can be established or until
the node identifies itself as the last remaining node in the ring. If two nodes try to establish
a connection at the same time, the connection which is initiated by the higher ID will be
dropped.
Figure 3.2(a) illustrates an example where the logical node 4 dies. All neighbors of node
4 (node 2, 5, 7, 8 and 9) will begin to recover the logical topology by reestablishing their
connections in the appropriate direction. If node 5 also dies, the same recovery procedure
will occur as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
There is an exception when the number of nodes on the last level (highest depth) of
the tree is at most equal to k (k is the fanout as shown in Figure 3.3(a)). In this case, the
contact information of the nodes on the last level should be propagated to the grandparent
in order to avoid network bisection if the parent disappears. Alternatively, if there are at
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Figure 3.3: Orphan Prevention in CST: (a) Exceptional Case; (b) Rearranged Nodes
least two nodes in the last level, these nodes can be rearranged to reduce the possibility of
orphan nodes as shown in the Figure 3.3(b).
However, the initialization phase of this topology is more complex. The simplest solution
to prevent this problem is to change the fanout for a particular number of nodes such that
the number of nodes in the last level of the tree is always more than fanouts as shown
in Figure 3.4. The fanouts between the lower bound and the upper bound, except those
exceptional cases, are safe from the high possibility of an orphan problem.
3.1.2 Properties
This section presents several basic properties in graph theory of CST such as degree, diam-
eter, average distance and cost factor. These properties reflect the scalable capability of the
network topologies, which is one of the most important characteristics for high performance
computing areas.
Degree
Definition If a node in a graph has δ connections that are linked to it, the node has
a degree δ. The minimum degree δmin of a graph is the smallest node degree while the
maximum degree δmax of a graph is the largest node degree.
Lemma 3.1.1. A leaf node always has a δ of 3. The δ of the root node is equal to k, while
other internal nodes have δ equal to k + 3.
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Proof. The number of nodes in the last level is always more than the number of fanouts (as
mentioned in section 3.1.1). Therefore, a leaf node always has a δ of 3 (i.e., links to parent,
left and right). The δ of root node is equal to k (i.e., links to its k children); while other
internal nodes have δ equal to k + 3
Theorem 3.1.2. The δmin of CST is shown in Equation (3.1).
δmin =
 2 For k = 2, where k ∈ N3 Otherwise (3.1)
Proof. From Lemma 3.1.1, if k = 2, the δmin is the δ of the root node (δ = 2). Otherwise,
the δmin is th δ of the leaf nodes (δ = 3).
Theorem 3.1.3. The δmax = k + 3, where k ≥ 2 ∧ k ∈ N.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1.1, internal nodes (i.e., non-root and non-leaf nodes) have δ of k+3,
which is the maximum δ in the CST. Hence, δmax = k + 3.
Corollary 3.1.4. CST is a non-regular graph, i.e., δmin 6= δmax. Unfortunately, routing
algorithms of the CST may need to handle special cases because all nodes are not equal.
Corollary 3.1.5. each node needs to maintain the contact information of at most k+3
neighbors. From theorem 3.1.3, δmax = k + 3. Therefore, each node needs to know the
contact information and status of at most k+3 neighbors (i.e., parent, left, right and their
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children). In general, the degree should be kept to a minimum to reduce the load of state
management on each node. The δmax also reflects the scalability of the topology. The less
δmax is, the more scalable it is.
Diameter
Definition The distance d(i,j ) between node i and node j in a graph is defined as the
length of the shortest path from i to j in the graph. The diameter D of a graph is given by
max(d(i,j )) over all possible pairs (i,j ) of nodes in the graph. The diameter D is the longest
shortest path between any two nodes in the graph. This number represents the worst case
for unicast message transmission.
Lemma 3.1.6. For CST size η, the height (h) of the tree is dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e.
Proof. In each level (l) in CST, there are at most kl nodes, where k is fanout. The
number of nodes for CST size η is η =
∑h
l=0 k
l = 1−k
h+1
1−k . Thus, the height (h) is
dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e.
Theorem 3.1.7. The diameter D of CST is O(2× dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e).
Proof. Notice that the longest distance between any pair of nodes is a distance between the
leftmost node of the last level and the middle node of the last level (or a level above the
last level). The upper bound of the shortest distance between the two nodes is 2×h, where
h is the height of CST (i.e., a source sends messages up to the root node and back down to
the destination). Thus the diameter of CST is O(2 × dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e). The upper
bound of the diameter is more precise when k is larger.
The CST diameter (4-ary), along with the diameter of related networks such as a 2D
torus, binary hypercube and HiC(4,h), is shown in Figure 3.5(a). The CST has one of the
lowest diameters among them. This property is very important because it may affect other
related properties such as cost factors (which will be discussed later in the section 3.1.2).
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Figure 3.5: CST Distance Related Properties: (a) Diameter; (b) Average Distance
Average Distance
Definition The average distance d¯ of a graph is given by Equation (3.2).
d¯ =
∑η
i=1
∑η
j=1 d(i, j)
η × (η − 1) , where i 6= j (3.2)
The d(i,j ) is the distance (in hops) between the node i and the node j.
Figure 3.5(b) illustrates that CST (4-ary) has the comparable average distance (of a
graph) when compared with the 2D torus, binary hypercube and HiC(4,h) topologies. The
average distance also reflects the average performance of unicast message transmissions (in
terms of hop). It shows that, on average, sending unicast messages in CST can be done in
less than eight hops even with large number of nodes (1024-node configuration.)
Cost Factor
Definition A network with a large diameter usually has a small degree, but it may suffer
from high latency, e.g., the ring topology has δ = 2 and D = bη2c. On the other hand, a
small-diameter network may have a higher degree, e.g., the fully connected topology has
D = 1 and δ = η − 1. It is desirable to have a logical topology with both small diameter
(low latency) and small degree (low state management). Thus, for a regular network, a
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cost factor [El-Amawy and Latifi, 1991b] (ξ) is defined as the product of diameter (D) and
degree (δ). Due to the fact that CST is a non-regular network, the δmax is used as degree
for this definition. In general, the cost of a particular topology [Louri and Neocleous, 1997b]
can also be defined as the product of the diameter (D) and the number of links (L) in the
network.
Lemma 3.1.8. Number of links (L) in CST is L = 2× (η − 1).
Proof. There are η-1 links to form the tree portion of the CST. Each node in the same level
has the number of links equal to the number of nodes linked together as a ring (except the
root node). Thus, the number of links (L) in CST is L = (η−1)+(η−1) = 2× (η−1).
Theorem 3.1.9. The cost factor (ξ) of CST is ξD×δ = O((2 × dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e) ×
(k + 3)). or ξD×L = O((2× dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e)× (2× (η − 1))).
Proof. From the definition, ξ of CST is defined as ξ = D× δmax or ξ = D×L. Diameter is
defined in theorem 3.1.7, δmax is defined in theorem 3.1.3 and L is defined in lemma 3.1.8.
Thus cost factor of CST is ξ = O((2 × dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e) × (k + 3)) or ξ = O((2 ×
dlogk(1− η + (k × η))e)× (2× (η − 1))).
The cost factor of CST (4-ary), along with the cost factor of related networks, is illus-
trated in Figure 3.6. It shows that CST is one of the lowest cost factor topologies when
compared with other topologies. Moreover, these figures show that CST is more scalable,
especially for a large number of nodes.
Message Traffic Density
Definition Assuming each node is sending one message to a node at average distance d¯,
the message traffic in the network can be estimated by the message traffic density (ρ). This
factor is given by ρ = d¯×ηL , where L is the total number of links and η is number of nodes.
Figure 3.7 illustrates the ρ properties of CST. The ρ of CST might not be the worst
compared with other topologies, but it indicates a potential problem of message congestion
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Figure 3.6: The ξ Properties of CST: (a) ξ = D × δ; (b) ξ = D × L
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Figure 3.7: CST Message Traffic Density
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in this topology, especially with a large number of nodes. All the properties presented in
this section illustrate the scalable capabilities of CST. It has a low degree, a low diameter,
a low average (unicast and broadcast) distance and a low cost factor. Unfortunately, it may
have a potential problem of message congestion in a large number of nodes. The capabilities
of CST in terms of fault-tolerance are presented in the next section.
3.1.3 Fault Tolerant Capabilities
The fault-tolerance becomes a critical factor, especially with the increase in size of the large-
scale, high performance computing platform. The larger the machines are, the more chances
of failure. This section presents several principal properties in terms of fault-tolerance in
order to illustrate the fault-tolerant capabilities of CST such as node-connectivity, link-
connectivity, fault-diameter and the resilient classification.
Connectivity
Definition The node-connectivity (κ) of CST is defined as the minimum number of nodes
of which removal can result in disconnecting the network, i.e., the smallest number of node-
distinct paths between any two nodes. The link-connectivity (λ) of CST is defined as the
minimum number of links of which removal can result in disconnecting the network, i.e.,
the smallest number of link-distinct paths between any two nodes.
For any graph, κ ≤ λ ≤ δmin. However if κ = λ = δmin, the graph is optimally
connected [Gibbons, 1985] because the node and link connectivities are as high as possible,
i.e., the network is as robust as it could be. The optimal connectivity is also important
in reducing the impact of node destruction on link load [Dekker and Colbert, 2004]. In
general, traffic can be distributed over at least λ link-disjoint paths between two nodes. If
κ < λ, the number of link-disjoint paths may drastically drop after the loss of a critical
node. However, if κ = λ (optimal connectivity), the node failure can destroy, at most, one
of the λ link-disjoint paths.
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Figure 3.8: CST Fault-Diameter and Resilient Classification
Theorem 3.1.10. The node-connectivity and link-connectivity of CST are equal to the
δmin, i.e., the CST is δmin − 1 node fault-tolerance and δmin − 1 link fault-tolerance.
Proof. Consider a node in CST. It becomes bisection when the node has lost all of its
neighbor. Thus, the node-connectivity and link-connectivity of CST are equal to the δmin.
Corollary 3.1.11. CST is optimally connected.
Fault diameter
Definition The fault diameter F is the largest diameter of the network when there are κ−1
node failures (the maximum number of failed nodes before the network becomes bipartite).
There are two classes of graphs G distinguished by the relationship between the fault
diameter (F ) and the diameter (D) of the graph [Krishnamoorthy and Krishnamurthy,
1987], called strongly resilient and weakly resilient. A graph is considered strongly resilient
if there exists a constant φ such that F (G) ≤ D(G) + φ for all graph sizes η, where η ∈ N.
On the other hand, a graph is considered weakly resilient if there exists a constant φ such
that F (G) ≤ D(G)× φ for all graph sizes η, where η ∈ N.
The fault diameter and the resilient classification are showed in Figure 3.8. CST is
considered strongly resilient where φ = 5 , i.e., F (CST ) ≤ D(CST ) + 5 when the number
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of nodes is less than 100. Unfortunately, this may not be true for a large number of nodes.
The performance might be degraded in the large number of nodes under faulty conditions.
This section presents the fault-tolerant capability of the CST. The results show that CST
is optimally connected. CST is δmin−1 node fault-tolerant and δmin−1 link fault-tolerant.
3.1.4 Summary
The section 3.1 presents a scalable and fault tolerant topology called Complete k -ary sibling
tree (CST). The capabilities in terms of scalability and fault tolerance have been analyzed.
The results show that CST provides desirable topological properties for high performance
computing. It has scalable capability properties such as low degree, low diameter, low
average distance (both unicast and broadcast), no numbers of node restriction and low cost
factor. The CST also has some good fault-tolerant properties such as optimal connectivity.
Although CST seems to be a scalable topology with some good fault-tolerant properties,
there are other factors that might affect performance of CST. First, consider the message
traffic density (ρ) property. The ρ of CST might not be the worst compared with other
topologies, but it indicates a potential problem of message congestion in this topology.
Second, CST is not a regular and symmetric topology (i.e., all nodes are not equal). It
means that the routing algorithms of CST have to handle many special cases, which could
affect routing performance. Finally, message delivery performance of each node is different,
e.g., the root node may have better broadcast performance than other nodes. This could
cause the load balancing problem.
Due to the fact that CST has several potential problems, another logical topology has
been investigated. This topology is called Binomial graph (BMG). To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first ones to develop this kind of network topology.
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3.2 Binomial Graph (BMG)
This section presents a scalable and fault tolerant topology called Binomial graph (BMG).
The BMG provides desirable topological properties in terms of both scalability and fault-
tolerance for high performance computing such as reasonable degree, regular graph (every
node has the same degree), low diameter, symmetric graph (in the sense that an average
inter-nodal distance is the same from any source nodes), low cost factor. It also has low
message traffic density, optimal connectivity, low fault-diameter, strongly resilient and good
optimal probability in failure cases. Several fault-tolerant routing algorithms are provided
in BMG for various message types. More importantly, BMG is able to deliver broadcast
messages from any nodes within log2(η) steps.
This section is organized as follows. Section 3.2.1 presents the structure of BMG, fol-
lowed by its properties in section 3.2.2. The fault-tolerant capability of BMG is presented
in section 3.2.3. Finally, section 3.2.4 summarizes all the information of BMG.
3.2.1 Structure
BMG is an undirected graph G :=(V,E ) where V is a set of nodes (vertices), |v| = η and
E is a set of links (edges). Each node i, where i∈V and i=0,1,...,η-1, has links to a set
of nodes U, where U={i±1,i±2,...,±2k|2k ≤η} in circular space, i.e., node i has links to a
set of clockwise (CW) nodes {(i+1) mod η, (i+2) mod η,..., (i+2k) mod η|2k ≤η} and a
set of counterclockwise (CCW) nodes {(η+i -1) mod η, (η+i -2) mod η,..., (η+i -2k) mod η
| 2k ≤η}. Figure 3.9(a) illustrates an example of a 12-node binomial graph. All the lines
represent all the connections in the network. The other way to look at the binomial graph
is that it is a topology, which is constructed from merging all necessary links making it able
to create binomial trees from each node in the graph. Figure 3.9(b) shows an example of
a binomial tree when node 0 is the root node. The arrows point in the direction of the
leaf nodes. For each link in a binomial graph, a node that has higher ID will initiate the
connection to the node that has the lower ID. Assume that the nodes are started in order,
i.e., node 0 is started before node 1, node 1 is started before node 2 and so on. When node i
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Figure 3.9: Binomial Graph (BMG) Structure: (a) 12-Node BMG; (b) Binomial Tree from
Node 0; (c) BMG Initialization
starts up, it will try to establish a connection to each u∈U, where u<i. The dashed lines of
Figure 3.9(c) represent all the connections that are linked to node 8 in the 12-node binomial
graph. The arrows point from the initiators (connectors) to the acceptors. Node 8 initiates
connections to node 0, 4, 6 and 7, while it accepts connections from node 9 and 10. The
initialization procedure of BMG is capable of handling any number of nodes in a scalable
manner, i.e., there is no number of node restrictions for BMG.
3.2.2 Properties
This section presents several basic properties in graph theory of BMG such as degree,
diameter, average distance, message traffic density and cost factor.
Degree
Definition If a node in a graph has δ connections that are linked to it, the node has
degree δ. The minimum degree δmin of a graph is the smallest node degree, while the
maximum degree δmax of a graph is the largest node degree. If every node has the same
degree (δmin = δmax), the graph is regular. A regular graph means that all the nodes are
equivalent and can use the same routing and fault-handling algorithms. Those algorithms
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are also simpler compared to non-regular topologies, such as tree-based topologies, because
they don’t need to handle special cases.
Theorem 3.2.1. For a BMG of size η (having η nodes), each node has degree δ as shown
in Equation (3.3).
δ =

(2× dlog2 ηe)− 1 For η = 2k,where k ∈ N
(2× dlog2 ηe)− 2 For η = 2k + 2j ,where k, j ∈ N ∧ k 6= j
2× dlog2 ηe Otherwise
(3.3)
Figure 3.10 illustrates the degree of BMG between a 16 and 4096 node configuration.
Proof. In general, each node has degree δ = 2× dlog2 ηe. As shown in Figure 3.11(a), each
node in the 11-node BMG has degree 8. There are two exceptional cases. The first case is
η = 2k, where k ∈ N (or when η is represented with binary† , there is only 1 bit of bit-1).
In this case, the last peer of both CW and CCW directions are the same. For example,
in 8 (binary=1000) nodes, each node has degree 5 as shown in Figure 3.11(b). The dotted
lines represent links to CW nodes and the dashed lines represent links to CCW nodes that
are connected to node 1. The second case is η = 2k + 2j , where k, j ∈ N ∧ k 6= j (or when
η is represented with binary, there are 2 bits of bit-1). In this case, the last peer of both
CW (dotted lines) and CCW (dashed lines) directions are the same as the peer before the
† In practice there are several fast bit counting algorithms (O(1)) to speed up a degree determination
routine such as MIT HAKMEM item 169 [Beeler et al., 1972]
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Figure 3.11: BMG Configurations: (a) 11-Node BMG; (b) 8-Node BMG; (c) 12-Node BMG
last one of the opposite directions. For example in 12 (binary=1100) nodes, each node has
degree 6 as shown in Figure 3.11(c).
Corollary 3.2.2. BMG is a regular graph. From the definition of BMG, all nodes have
exactly the same degree. Hence, BMG is a regular graph.
Theorem 3.2.3. If a degree of BMG size η is x, the degree of BMG size 2k × η (where
k ∈ N) is equal to x+ (2× k).
Proof. For k ∈ N, dlog2 η × 2ke = dlog2 η + log2 2ke = dlog2 η + ke = dlog2 ηe + k. From
theorem 3.2.1, there are three cases of degree (δ). In the first case, the δ is equal to (2 ×
dlog2 ηe)−1. The degree of BMG size 2k×η (where k ∈ N) is equal to (2×(dlog2 ηe+k))−1
= (2×dlog2 ηe)−1+(2×k). In the second case, the δ is equal to (2×dlog2 ηe)−2. The degree
of BMG size 2k×η (where k ∈ N) is equal to (2×(dlog2 ηe+k))−2 = (2×dlog2 ηe)−2+(2×k).
In the the last case, the δ is equal to (2× dlog2 ηe). The degree of BMG size 2k × η (where
k ∈ N) is equal to (2× (dlog2 ηe+ k)) = (2× dlog2 ηe) + (2× k).
Thus, if a degree of BMG size η is x, the degree of BMG size 2k × η (where k ∈ N) is
equal to x+ (2× k).
Corollary 3.2.4. If degree δ is an odd number, it is a degree of BMG size η = 2(
δ+1
2
). This
odd degree is also unique, i.e., there is no other size of BMG beside η = 2(
δ+1
2
) that has the
the same δ.
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Proof. From theorem 3.2.1, the only case that gives an odd degree is when η = 2k, where
k ∈ N. The odd degree δ is (2× dlog2 ηe)− 1. Due to the fact that dlog2 ηe = log2 η when
η = 2k, the odd degree δ is a degree of BMG size η = 2(
δ+1
2
). According to the theorem 3.2.3,
the degree of η = 2k+1 is the same as degree of η = 2k plus two. Thus, the odd degree is
unique.
Diameter
Definition The distance d(i,j ) between the node i and node j in a graph is defined as the
length of the shortest path from i to j in the graph. The diameter D of a graph is given
by max(d(i,j )) over all possible pairs (i,j ) of nodes in the graph. The diameter D is the
longest shortest path between any two nodes in the graph.
Theorem 3.2.5. The diameter D of BMG is O(d dlog2(n)e2 e).
Proof. Notice that the worst case of a distance has no consecutive bits, e.g., 101, 10101
and 101010. Hence, the number of hops required to deliver messages for such distance is
dNumberofbits2 e. There are dlog2(n)e bits for a distance. Hence, the diameter of BMG is
O(d dlog2(n)e2 e).
The BMG diameter, along with the diameter of related networks such as 2D torus,
binary hypercube, HiC(4,h) and 4-ary sibling trees, is depicted in Figure 3.12(a). The
results show that BMG has the lowest diameter among them.
Average Distance
Definition The average distance d¯i of node i is obtained from Equation (3.4).
d¯i =
∑η
j=1 d(i, j)
η − 1 , where i 6= j (3.4)
A graph is symmetric (in the sense of average distance) if all the nodes have the same average
inter-nodal distance (d¯i, where i ∈ N), which is also the same as an average distance of the
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Figure 3.12: BMG Distance Related Properties: (a) Diameter; (b) Average Distance
graph d¯. The average distance d¯ of a graph is given by Equation (3.5).
d¯ =
∑η
i=1
∑η
j=1 d(i, j)
η × (η − 1) , where i 6= j (3.5)
Statistical analysis suggests that the average distance d¯ of BMG is log2(n)3 . This estima-
tion is very close to the average distance of BMG as shown in Figure 3.12(b). This figure
also illustrates that BMG has the lowest average distance (of a graph) when compared
with 2D torus, binary hypercube, HiC(4,h) and 4-ary sibling tree topologies. The average
distance also reflects the unicast performance (in terms of hop).
Definition If node i uses Si steps to send broadcast messages, the average number of
broadcast steps of a graph is computed by
∑η
i=1 Si.
Theorem 3.2.6. The number of steps to perform a broadcast operation from any node in
BMG is log2(η).
Proof. Obviously, a binomial tree can always be created from any node of BMG. Broadcast
messages using binomial tree require at most log2(η) steps. Hence, broadcast messages from
any node in BMG can be done in log2(η) steps.
BMG is also a symmetric graph in terms of performance. Both the average inter-nodal
distance (unicast) and the number of steps required for broadcast are the same for all nodes.
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Message Traffic Density
Definition Assuming each node is sending one message to a node at average distance d¯,
the message traffic in the network can be estimated by the message traffic density (ρ). This
factor is given by ρ = d¯×ηL , where L is the total number of links.
Lemma 3.2.7. Number of links (L) in BMG is L = δ×η2 .
Proof. There are δ links out of each node. Corollary 3.2.2 indicates that BMG is regular.
Thus the total number of links (L) in BMG is L = δ×η2 .
Theorem 3.2.8. The message traffic density (ρ) of BMG is about 13 .
Proof. BMG has the number of links L = δ×η2 . Thus, the ρ of BMG is ρ =
d¯×η
L =
log2(η)
3
×η
2×log2(η)×η
2
≈ 13
Figure 3.13(a) illustrates the ρ properties of BMG. The results show that BMG has the
lowest ρ when compared with other topologies. Nevertheless, ρ is constant (about 13) even
for systems with η=4096.
Cost Factor
Definition A network with a large diameter usually has a small degree, but it may suffer
from high latency, e.g., the ring topology has δ = 2 and D = bη2c. On the other hand, a
small-diameter network may have a higher degree, e.g., the fully connected topology has
D = 1 and δ = η − 1. It is desirable to have a logical topology with both a small diameter
(low latency) and small degree (low state management). Thus, for a symmetric network,
a cost factor [El-Amawy and Latifi, 1991b] (ξ) is defined as the product of diameter (D)
and degree (δ). In general, the cost of a particular topology [Louri and Neocleous, 1997b]
can also be defined as the product of the diameter (D) and the number of links (L) in the
network.
Theorem 3.2.9. The cost factor (ξ) of BMG is ξD×δ = O((log2(η))2) or ξD×L = O(
η×(log2(η))2
2 ).
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Figure 3.13: The ρ and ξ Properties of BMG: (a) Message Traffic Density; (b) ξ = D × δ;
(c) ξ = D × L
Proof. Theorem 3.2.5 defines D is O(d dlog2(η)e2 e), theorem 3.2.1 defines δ is about O(2 ×
log2(η)) and lemma 3.2.7 defines the number of links (L) =
δ×η
2 . Thus, the cost factor (ξ)
of BMG is ξD×δ = O((log2(η))2) or ξD×L = O(
η×(log2(η))2
2 ).
Figure 3.13(b) and Figure 3.13(c) show that BMG is one of the lowest cost factor
topologies when compared with other topologies. Moreover, these figures show that BMG
is more scalable, especially for a large number of nodes.
All of the properties presented in this section illustrate the scalable capability of BMG.
It has a reasonable degree, a low diameter, a low average (unicast and broadcast) distance,
a low message traffic density and a low cost factor. The capabilities of BMG in terms of
fault-tolerance are presented in the next section.
3.2.3 Fault Tolerant Capabilities
This section presents several properties in terms of fault-tolerance in order to illustrate
the fault-tolerant capability of BMG, such as connectivity, fault-diameter and two-terminal
reliability.
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Connectivity
Definition The node-connectivity (κ) of a graph is defined as the minimum number of
nodes of which removal can result in disconnecting the network, i.e., the smallest number
of node-distinct paths between any two nodes. The link-connectivity (λ) of BMG is defined
as the minimum number of links of which removal can result in disconnecting the network,
i.e., the smallest number of link-distinct paths between any two nodes.
For any graph, κ ≤ λ ≤ δmin. However if κ = λ = δmin, the graph is optimally
connected [Gibbons, 1985] because the node and link connectivities are as high as possible,
i.e., the network is as robust as it could be. The optimal connectivity is also important
in reducing the impact of node destruction on link load [Dekker and Colbert, 2004]. In
general, traffic can be distributed over at least λ link-disjoint paths between two nodes. If
κ < λ, the number of link-disjoint paths may drastically drop after the loss of a critical
node. However, if κ = λ (optimal connectivity), the node failure can destroy, at most, one
of the λ link-disjoint paths.
Theorem 3.2.10. The node-connectivity and link-connectivity of BMG are equal to the
degree, i.e., the BMG is δ − 1 node fault-tolerance and δ − 1 link fault-tolerance.
Proof. Considering a node in BMG, it becomes bisection when the node loses all of its
neighbors. Thus, the node-connectivity and link-connectivity of BMG are equal to the δ of
BMG.
Corollary 3.2.11. CST is optimally connected.
Some cases, where δ nodes fail, will result in disconnecting the network. In fact, the
percentage for η-node BMG being disconnected by a δ-node fault set is minimal (less than
one percent) as shown in Figure 3.14(a). Figure 3.14(b) compares the node-connectivity
and link-connectivity of HiC and BMG at the same degree. BMG is twice as robust as HiC.
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Figure 3.14: BMG Connectivity: (a) % Disconnection; (b) Connectivity
Fault Diameter
Definition The fault diameter F is the largest diameter of the network when there are κ−1
node failures (a maximum number of failure nodes before the network becomes bipartite).
There are two classes of graph G distinguished by the relationship between the fault
diameter (F ) and the diameter (D) of the graph [Krishnamoorthy and Krishnamurthy,
1987], called strongly resilient and weakly resilient. A graph is considered strongly resilient
if there exists a constant φ such that F (G) ≤ D(G) + φ for all graph sizes η, where η ∈ N.
On the other hand, a graph is considered weakly resilient if there exists a constant φ such
that F (G) ≤ D(G)× φ for all graph sizes η, where η ∈ N.
Figure 3.15(a) depicts that the fault diameter of BMG is lower than other topolo-
gies. BMG is considered strongly resilient as shown in Figure 3.15(b), where φ = 2 , i.e.,
F (BMG) ≤ D(BMG) + 2. This indicates that, even under faulty conditions, the perfor-
mance of BMG will not be severely degraded.
Two-terminal reliability
Definition The two-terminal reliability (τ(i, j)), also referred to as path reliability, between
a pair of nodes i and j and is defined as the probability of the shortest path between i and
j, composed of operational nodes between them. The minimum two-terminal reliability of
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Figure 3.15: BMG Fault-Diameter and Resilient Classification: (a) Fault-Diameter Com-
parison; (b) Resilient
a topology (τmin) is defined as the minimum value of τ(i, j) for all pairs of nodes i and
j in the topology. The average two-terminal reliability of a topology (τ¯) is defined as the
average value of τ(i, j) for all pairs of nodes i and j in the topology. The τmin indicates
the worst case of the probability, which distance d(i,j ) becomes sub-optimal, while the τ¯
indicates the average case.
Figure 3.16(a) and Figure 3.16(b) illustrate the τmin and τ¯ , respectively. Figure 3.16(c)
shows that even when there is 50% of dead nodes, there is more than 0.5 probability that
the alive nodes can deliver messages optimally.
3.2.4 Summary
Section 3.2 presents a scalable and fault tolerant topology called binomial graph (BMG). The
capabilities in terms of both scalability and fault tolerance have been analyzed. The results
show that BMG provides desirable topological properties for high performance computing.
It has scalable capability properties such as reasonable degree, regular graph (every node
has the same degree), low diameter, low average distance (both unicast and broadcast),
symmetric graph (in the sense that average inter-nodal distance is the same from any source
node), no numbers of node restriction, low cost factor and low message traffic density. BMG
also has good fault-tolerant properties such as optimal connectivity, low fault-diameter,
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Figure 3.16: BMG Two-Terminal Reliability: (a) Minimum (τmin); (b) Average (τ¯); (c)
Optimal Probability
strong resilience and good optimal probability in failure cases. BMG is proven to be a good
choice of a logical topology for the communication framework.
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Chapter 4
Implementation Issues and
Techniques
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I was the primary contributor of the papers and was involved in the design and imple-
mentation of the topologies. This chapter revises the papers by providing more detailed
descriptions of the implementations.
In this chapter, implementation issues and techniques of CST and BMG topologies are
discussed in aspects of the routing protocol specification and fault-tolerant routing algo-
rithms. This chapter also discusses various extensions of BMG such as self-healing and
expanded BMG. Additionally, it mentions debugging tools provided by the communication
framework, wide area communication and other implementation issues and techniques of
the framework.
There are three main sections presented in this chapter. Section 4.1 discusses routing
protocols and algorithms of the completed k -ary sibling tree (CST) topology, while the rout-
ing protocols and algorithms of binomial graph (BMG) topology are discussed in section 4.2.
Implementation techniques used in BMG are also discussed in this section. Section 4.3 dis-
cusses implementation issues and techniques of the communication framework.
4.1 Complete K -ary Sibling Tree (CST)
This section presents details of the routing protocol specification and routing algorithms
for various message types of CST. The routing protocol has been formally verified by
SPIN [Holzmann, 1997]. There are no deadlock, livelock, invalid end state, unreachable
codes and assertion violation found during the verification.
4.1.1 Routing Protocol Specification
Generally, the protocol specification [Holzmann, 1991] is divided into five distinct parts. The
first part is the service to be provided by the protocol. The second part is the environment
assumption in which the protocol is executed. The third part is the vocabulary used to
implement the protocol. The fourth part is the message format in the vocabulary. The
last part is the procedure rules that provide consistency of message exchanges. All of these
parts are presented in this section.
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Broadcast
Unicast / Multicast
Figure 4.1: Sample of CST Message Rerouting in Case of Failure
Service Specification:
The goal of the protocol is to deliver messages across multiple nodes while protecting against
different types of node and/or process failures. The protocol currently provides two kinds
of message delivery service, which are broadcast (1 to η) and multicast (1 to m, where m
≤ η). A unicast message is a special case of multicast, where m=1. The broadcast service
uses the k -ary tree to send messages in a normal circumstance. It will use the neighbor
nodes to reroute the messages in the failure cases as shown in Figure 4.1. The multicast
service treats the k -ary sibling tree as a graph. It uses the best effort to deliver messages
with the shortest path from a source to destinations in both normal and failure situations.
Environment Assumption:
The protocol assumes that any failures are Fail-stop rather than Byzantine, i.e., if a process
or a node crashes, it should be unreachable rather than pretend that it is still alive. After
each failure, at least one neighbor of each node should be alive. Otherwise the k -ary tree
will become bisection, and no routing of messages between the two sections of the tree will
be possible. This assumption can be removed, if we allow each node to contact a directory
service (considered as a stable resource) to overcome the orphan situation. The protocol
also assumes that the transmission channel in which the protocol is executed can detect
and recover from transmission errors (e.g. based on TCP and/or reliable UDP).
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32-bit source ID (SrcID)
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0 31
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destination list (DestList)
data
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mtype
32-bit number of transit (#Tran)
Figure 4.2: Sample of Message Format
Protocol Vocabulary:
There are three distinct kinds of messages: the initialize message, hello, is used for con-
structing the k -ary sibling tree; the multicast message, mcast, is a message which has one
or more destination nodes; and the broadcast message, bcast, is a message where every node
(except a source) is destination.
Message Format:
The general message format of the protocol starts with a version number followed by a
message type (i.e., the control fields hello, mcast and bcast). The hello message format
consists of the above fields followed by an originator of the message indicated by SrcID.
The bcast message format also contains data with the size, DataSz. The mcast message
consists of the above mentioned fields followed by #Dest, DestInd, DestList and TranList.
The #Dest is the number of destinations. The DestInd is an index, which points to the
current destination in the DestList. The TranList is a transit list that contains the list of
IDs of all the transit nodes in the tree to prevent looping and for back-tracking purposes.
The message format is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Procedure Rules:
The procedure rules are comprised of an initialization step and a routing step. The initial-
ization step is described in detail as follows: “Each node will register itself to the directory
service (DS) and get its logical ID. It builds a logical topology and asks for the contact
information of its neighbors from the DS. Once ready, it will start sending a hello packet
to its parent and its left neighbor. If the node is the right most in its level, it will also send
hello to the left most node of the same level.” After exchanging these hello messages, the
communication channel between them will be established.
The procedure rules for routing a packet of the protocol are as follows: “A node uses
the best effort to deliver messages following the shortest possible path. A message sending
procedure is dependent on the message type. If the message type is bcast, the node will send
the message to all of its children. If a child died, it will reroute the message to all children
of the child. This is done using an encapsulation technique. The node will encapsulate the
broadcast message into a multicast message and send to its grandchildren. The grandchil-
dren will decapsulate the multicast packet and continue to forward the broadcast message.
However, if the message type is mcast, the next hop is chosen from a valid neighbor node
that has the highest priority. An implementation of the protocol may use a routing table
to improve performance by keeping the priority of neighbors for each destination in the
routing table.
A node is said to be valid if and only if the node is not in the transit list and it is still
alive. If there is no possible next hop, the message will be sent back to the previous sender
(i.e., back-tracking). When a node receives a message, it will first determine the header. If
the message type is hello, it will do the initialization step. If the message type is bcast, it
will forward to its children and handle a node failure as mentioned above. If the message
type is mcast and the node is not one of the destinations, it will add itself to the transit
list and send it onto the next node. If the node is one of the destinations, but not the last
one, it will remove itself from the destination list (DestList), decrease the destination count
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(#Dest), choose the next destination, update the destination index (DestInd), add itself to
the transit list and send it to the next node.”
4.1.2 Fault-Tolerant Routing Algorithms
Routing the message is key to the scalability, fault-tolerance and efficiency of the communi-
cation framework. The framework uses the best effort to deliver messages with the shortest
path from a source to destinations in both normal and failure situations, with only local
knowledge stored at each node. The communication framework will provide several rout-
ing algorithms to facilitate this goal. Several routing algorithms for unicast, multicast and
broadcast messages are presented as follows.
Unicast Routing:
The routing techniques used for unicast messages (which is also used by multicast and
broadcast routing during failures) will choose the next hop from the highest priority node
of its valid (alive) neighbors. There are three unicast routing algorithms provided in the
framework. The first algorithm (as shown in Algorithm 1) uses a rule-based method to
estimate a cost from the current node to the destination. The highest priority node is a
neighbor that has the lowest cost (hop count). The rule is specified in such a way that a
message will always go in a direction toward the destination.
The second algorithm is a variant of the first algorithm, where it is allowed to go in a
direction that does not directly route toward the destination if there is a shorter path to
the destination from the current node. For example, instead of routing from left to right, it
could be faster to go up a few levels, and then go right and go down to the destination. The
complexity of both algorithms is O(logk η), where η is number of nodes and k is number of
fanouts. Routing with the shortest path may not be the best solution in a failure situation.
The direction of the message may be changed too often such that the message is moving
further from the destination.
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Algorithm 1 Calculating Estimated Cost
Procedure : Compute cost
1: cost ⇐ 0
2: nextHop ⇐ srcID
3: while nextHop 6= destID do
4: if myLevel = destLevel then
5: Choose left or right
6: else if myLevel > destLevel then
7: nextHop ⇐ myParentID
8: else
9: if ChildIDi is an ancestor of destID then
10: nextHop ⇐ ChildIDi
11: else
12: Choose left or right, which one is closer to an ancestor of destID in myLevel
13: end if
14: end if
15: cost ⇐ cost +1
16: end while
17: return cost
Procedure : Choose left or right
1: if destID > myID then
2: hopRight ⇐ destID − myID
3: hopLeft ⇐ (myID − leftMostID) + (rightMostID − destID) + 1
4: else
5: hopLeft ⇐ myID − destID
6: hopRight ⇐ (destID − leftMostID) + (rightMostID − myID) + 1
7: end if
8: if (hopLeft ≤ hopRight) ∧ (destID 6= myRightID) then
9: nextHop ⇐ myLeftID
10: else
11: nextHop ⇐ myRightID
12: end if
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The third algorithm intends to prevent this situation by using knowledge of previously
detected dead nodes from the header to compute the cost. The third method uses a graph-
coloring technique of breath first search, which explores only alive neighbor nodes as shown
in Algorithm 2. However, this algorithm requires complexity O((k + 3)logk η).
In normal circumstances, each of the unicast routing algorithms is loop avoidance, i.e.,
it prevents problems of duplicate packet, broadcast storm and deadlock. The messages will
always get closer to the destination at every hop. However, this is not the case under failure
circumstances. In failure circumstances, the messages can be looped, hence additional loop
prevention is needed. The loop can be prevented by techniques such as adding transit
list fields in the packet header. The transit list fields may contain three tuples consisting
of an incoming neighbor, a transit node and an outgoing neighbor. These fields do not
only prevent a node from sending a packet to the same neighbor twice, but also help in
backtracking to the originator of the packet and finding an alternative route. The transit
list may be added to the header only when a node detects that its neighbor, which is in
the outgoing direction of the packet, died or when the packet has already had the transit
list. This technique has an advantage over an alternative technique that maintains the
sequence number in each node. The technique that keeps track of the sequence number can
only drop a packet and notify the sender, but it cannot find an alternate route. Finding an
alternate route may require a node to keep the previous direction information of each packet.
However, this may also lead to the garbage collection (memory management) problems.
Multicast Routing
The multicast from any node in the communication framework is a capability to send
messages to several destinations (1 to m, where m < η). Unlike the IP multicast, multicast
group management (group creation and termination) is not required. The multicast group
members are embedded in the message header. There are two routing algorithms provided
in the framework: sequential and parallel routing.
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Algorithm 2 Finding Alive NeighborID which has Distance Shortest to DestID
Require: 1 ≤ myID ≤ η ∧ 1 ≤ destID ≤ η, η ∈ N
1: for i = 0 to η do
2: State[i] ⇐ INIT
3: Parent[i] ⇐ UNKNOWN
4: end for
5: Initialize Queue
6: State[myID] ⇐ START
7: enQueue(myID)
8: while Queue is not empty do
9: nodeID ⇐ deQueue()
10: if nodeID = destID then
11: break
12: end if
13: Get alive neighborID of the nodeID
14: for i = 0 to (Numbersofneighbor)− 1 do
15: if State[nodeID] = INIT then
16: State[neighborID[i]] ⇐ START
17: Parent[neighborID[i]] ⇐ nodeID
18: enQueue(neighborID[i])
19: end if
20: end for
21: State[nodeID] ⇐ DONE
22: end while
23: nodeID ⇐ destID
24: while Parent[nodeID] 6= myID do
25: nodeID ⇐ Parent[nodeID]
26: end while
27: Return nodeID
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Figure 4.3: CST Multicast Message Transmission: (a) Split Multicast Messages; (b) Mul-
ticast in a Failure Case
In the sequential routing algorithm, the multicast messages are delivered by a sender
to the first destination in the destination list. Then, the first destination will forward the
message to the next destination and so on. If an intermediate node is one of the nodes in the
destination list, it will remove itself from the list. The order of nodes in the destination list
is a descending order sorted by number of hops from a sender to those destinations. This
routing algorithm works fine if the destination nodes are consecutive or they are located in
the same area of the tree.
The parallel routing algorithm is an enhancement of the sequential routing algorithm.
The multicast message can be split at an intermediate node, if the shortest paths to those
destination nodes are not in the same direction from the intermediate node point of view.
However, if there are more than one shortest path to a destination, the intermediate node
will choose the next hop that can go along with other destinations. When a node receives
a multicast message, it will first determine the header and choose the next hop for each
multicast destination according to the shortest path to them. The node will recreate the
header corresponding to the direction of each next hop. Messages that contain the largest
number of hops will be forwarded first to increase network throughput by utilizing multiple
links simultaneously. Figure 4.3(a) shows an example of node 2 sending a multicast message
to nodes 7, 8 and 9 with the second algorithm. In case of failure, if a node detects that
the next hop for the multicast messages has died, it automatically reroutes the multicast
messages using an alternate next hop as shown in Figure 4.3(b). Due to the fact that
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Figure 4.4: CST Broadcast Algorithms: (a) Up-Down; (b) Spanning Tree from Source
the multicast routing algorithms are all based on unicast algorithms, the loop-avoidance
capability in both normal and failure circumstances is also the same as the unicast routing.
Broadcast Routing
There are three broadcast routing algorithms. The first algorithm (called top-down) works
by sending messages to a root of the tree and the root will forward the messages to the
rest of the tree. Only the tree portion of the topology is used to prevent a broadcast storm
and duplicate messages. The ring is used only in the case of failure. The first obvious
improvement of this routing protocol is to allow a node between a source and a root of the
tree to send messages to their children after they send the messages to their parent (called
up-down) as shown in Figure 4.4(a) with node 4 as the root. The second improvement is
using a logical spanning tree from the source as shown in Figure 4.4(b).
When each node receives broadcast messages, it will calculate the next hop using span-
ning trees from the source node. There are two steps involving the next hop calculation.
The first step is to create a spanning tree using a source node as the root node of the
tree. The spanning tree creation algorithm is based on a modified version of the breath
first search with a graph coloring algorithm. The second step is to calculate the next hop.
The next hop is chosen from children of each node according to the spanning tree that has
the highest cost among its children. The cost is computed from the number of steps used
to send a message to all nodes in the subtrees of children. In case of failure, a broadcast
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message is encapsulated into a multicast message, and then the message is sent from parent
of the failure node to its children in the spanning tree.
4.2 Binomial Graph (BMG)
This section presents details of the routing protocol specification and routing algorithms
for various message types of the BMG topology. Bit counting techniques that are used in
several routing algorithms are presented. Self-healing BMG is also discussed in this section.
4.2.1 Routing Protocol Specification
As mentioned in section 4.1.1, each protocol will be specified into five parts: service specifi-
cation, environment assumption, protocol vocabulary, message format and procedure rules.
All of these parts for the routing protocol in BMG are described in detail.
Service Specification:
The goal of the protocol is to deliver messages across multiple nodes while protecting against
different types of node and/or process failures. The protocol currently provides two kinds
of message delivery service, which are broadcast (1 to η) and multicast (1 to m, where m
≤ η and η is number of all nodes). A unicast message is a special case of multicast, where
m=1. The broadcast service uses the binomial tree from each node to send messages in
normal circumstances. It will use the neighbor nodes to reroute the messages in the failure
cases. The multicast service uses the best effort to deliver messages with the shortest path
from a source to destinations in both normal and failure situations.
Environment Assumption:
The protocol assumes that any failures are Fail-stop rather than Byzantine, i.e., if a process
or a node crashes, it should be unreachable rather than pretend that it is still alive. After
each failure, at least one neighbor of each node should be alive. Otherwise the binomial
graph will become bisection, and no routing of messages between the two sections of the
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graph will be possible. This assumption can be removed, if we allow each node to contact
a directory service (considered as a stable resource) to overcome the orphan situation. The
protocol also assumes that the transmission channel in which the protocol is executed can
detect and recover from transmission errors (e.g., based on TCP and/or reliable UDP).
Protocol Vocabulary:
The messages in the protocol are basically comprised of the three following distinct kinds:
hello for the initialize message; mcast for the multicast messages; and bcast for the broadcast
messages.
Message Format:
The general message format of the protocol starts with a version number followed by a
message type (i.e. the control fields hello, mcast and bcast). The hello message format
consists of the above fields followed by an originator of the message indicated by SrcID.
The bcast message format also contains data with the size, DataSz. The mcast message
consists of the above mentioned fields followed by #Dest, DestInd, DestList and TranList.
The #Dest is the number of destinations. The DestInd is an index, which points to the
current destination in the DestList. The TranList is a transit list that contains the list
of IDs of all the transit nodes in the topology to prevent looping and for back-tracking
purposes. The message format of BMG is the same as that of CST as shown in Figure 4.2.
Procedure Rules:
The procedure rules can be separated into two steps: initialization and routing. The ini-
tialization step of the procedure rules is described as follows: “Each node will register itself
to the directory service (DS) and get its logical ID. It builds a logical topology and asks
for the contact information of its neighbors from the DS. Once ready, it will start sending
the hello packet to its neighbor that has lower ID than itself.” After exchanging these hello
messages, the communication channel between them will be established.
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The procedure rules for routing a packet of the protocol are described as follows: “A
node uses the best effort to deliver messages following the shortest possible path. Sending a
message procedure is dependent on the message type. If the message type is bcast, the node
will send the message to all of its children according to the binomial spanning tree created
from the source. If a child dies, it will reroute the message to all children of the child.
This is done using an encapsulation technique. The node will encapsulate the broadcast
message into a multicast message and send to its grandchildren. The grandchildren will
decapsulate the multicast packet and continue to forward the broadcast message. However,
if the message type is mcast, the next hop is chosen from a valid neighbor node that has
the highest priority. An implementation of the protocol may use a routing table to improve
performance by keeping the priority of neighbors for each destination in the routing table.
A node is said to be valid if and only if the node is not in the transit list and it is still
alive. If there is no possible next hop, the message will be sent back to the previous sender
(i.e., back-tracking). When a node receives a message, it will first determine the header. If
the message type is hello, it will do the initialization step. If the message type is bcast, it
will forward to its children and handle a node failure as mentioned above. If the message
type is mcast and the node is not one of the destinations, it will add itself to the transit
list and send it onto the next node. If the node is one of the destinations, but not the last
one, it will remove itself from the destination list (DestList), decrease the destination count
(#Dest), choose the next destination, update the destination index (DestInd), add itself to
the transit list and send it to the next node.”
4.2.2 Fault-Tolerant Routing Algorithms
This section presents several routing algorithms that can handle different message types
(unicast, multicast and broadcast) under both normal and failure circumstances. Due to
the fact that all nodes in BMG are equal (both regular and symmetric), each node in the
graph can run the same routing algorithm. In BMG, each node only needs to maintain the
contact information, node ID and status of its δ direct neighbors. This information will
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Table 4.1: Sample of Routing Table of Node 0 in the 12-Node BMG.
Destination ID 0 1 2 3 4 5 ... 11
Next hop ID - 1 2 [1,11,2,4,8,10] 4 [1,4,11,2,10,8] ... 11
be used for searching the shortest path from a source to a destination in both normal and
failure modes.
Unicast Routing Algorithm
Under normal circumstances (no failures), the unicast message routing could be optimally
done by searching for the shortest path between source and destination using the breadth-
first search algorithm. However, the complexity of the algorithm is more than sub-optimal
algorithms, which could estimate the shortest path with rule-based techniques.
Breadth-First Search Algorithm The optimal routing algorithm can use the breadth-
first search technique with a modified graph coloring algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3.
Although this algorithm gives the optimal result, the complexity of the algorithm is
O(δdiameter). The routing table could be used to keep the result of the neighbors sorted
by the shortest path from the node itself to all other nodes in BMG. The lower priority
neighbor node will be used as an alternative for the next hop when the highest priority
neighbor dies. Table 4.1 illustrates an example of the routing table of node 0 in the 12-node
BMG.
In practice, the routing table can be implemented with a data structure that has the
search complexity O(log2η) such as a red-black tree.
Sub-Optimal Algorithms A basic algorithm to estimate the shortest path between
nodes (called diff algorithm) is to use a rule-based method that sends the unicast messages
to the neighbor that has an ID closest to the destination ID, as shown in Algorithm 4. The
complexity of this algorithm is O(δ).
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Algorithm 3 Finding an Optimal Route with Breadth-First Search
Require: 1 ≤ myID ≤ η ∧ 1 ≤ destID ≤ η, η ∈ N
1: for i = 0 to η do
2: State[i] ⇐ INIT
3: Parent[i] ⇐ UNKNOWN
4: end for
5: Initialize Queue
6: State[myID] ⇐ START
7: enQueue(myID)
8: while Queue is not empty do
9: nodeID ⇐ deQueue()
10: if nodeID = destID then
11: break
12: end if
13: Get neighborID of the nodeID
14: for i = 0 to (Numbersofneighbor)− 1 do
15: if State[nodeID] = INIT then
16: State[neighborID[i]] ⇐ START
17: Parent[neighborID[i]] ⇐ nodeID
18: enQueue(neighborID[i])
19: end if
20: end for
21: State[nodeID] ⇐ DONE
22: end while
23: nodeID ⇐ destID
24: while Parent[nodeID] 6= myID do
25: nodeID ⇐ Parent[nodeID]
26: end while
27: Return nodeID
Algorithm 4 Finding a Neighbor which has ID Closest to DestID
Require: 1 ≤ myID ≤ η ∧ 1 ≤ destID ≤ η, η ∈ N
1: Min ⇐∞
2: Get neighborID of myID
3: for i = 0 to (Numbersofneighbor)− 1 do
4: Distance ⇐ |destID − neighborID[i]|
5: if Distance < Min then
6: Min ⇐ Distance
7: nextHopID=neighborID[i]
8: end if
9: end for
10: Return nextHopID
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Figure 4.5: Sample of Diff Routing on 23-Node BMG
The diff routing algorithm becomes sub-optimal when the destination is one of the
neighbors (or neighbor of neighbor) of a node (including a source node) of which the ID is
not the closest ID compared to the destination, e.g., if node 0 is the source and node 11 is
the destination of unicast messages in a 23-node configuration (as shown in Figure 4.5). The
diff routing algorithm will route messages from node 0 to node 11 using node 8 and node
10 as the intermediate nodes, while the shortest path will use node 4 as the intermediate
node to route unicast messages from node 0 to node 11.
To overcome this shortcoming, a unicast message routing algorithm (called diff-v) has
been introduced. It is the variant of the diff algorithm, which allows messages forward to
a neighbor of which the ID is not an ID closest to a destination ID if the destination is
directly connected to the neighbor, e.g., in case of sending unicast messages from node 0
to node 11 on a 23-node BMG. Node 0 will forward messages to neighbor node 4 (even
node 8 has an ID closer to node 11), because node 11 is directly connected to node 4. The
complexity of the diff-v routing algorithm is O(δ2). This algorithm could be extended by
recursively finding if the destination is directly connected to the neighbor of a neighbor and
so on. The complexity of the extended version is O(δr+1), where r is the recursive level.
All of the unicast routing algorithms mentioned above also have the capability to work
under failure circumstances. The “Get neighbor” functions (line 13 of Algorithm 3 and line
2 of Algorithm 4) will return only the numbers and lists of alive neighbors. Each node will
automatically choose the next best neighbor if the best one died.
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In order to always stay in the shortest path from a source to a destination, messages
must be delivered through a neighbor that has the estimated shortest hop to the destina-
tion. Unlike previous sub-optimal algorithms that estimate the shortest distance between
neighbors and destination (greedy algorithm), the key to success of this algorithm is how
well we can estimate the number of hops used for sending messages between two nodes.
Several methods to calculate the number of hops between two nodes have been explored as
follows.
The first method is called bit counting. The bit counting method is to represent a
distance between source and destination in a binary format (bit vector). The number of
bit-1 represents the number of hops that messages can travel, e.g., if a distance between
source and destination in a clockwise direction is 9 (binary is 1001), a message is forwarded
to the destination within two hops with distance 8 (1000) and 1 (0001). Hence, the message
can be delivered within two hops in a clockwise direction. We can use the bit counting
method to estimate the number of hops by counting the number of bits of distance between
source and destination in both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. The estimated
number of hops is the minimum number of bits of both directions. In practice, there are
several fast bit counting algorithms (O(1)), such as MIT HAKMEM item 169 [Beeler et al.,
1972]. Thus, the complexity of this algorithm is O(1). More details of various bit counting
techniques are discussed in section 4.2.3.
Estimating the number of hops using the bit counting method might be too pessimistic,
e.g., if a distance between a neighbor and a destination (|destID−neighborID|) is 7 (binary
is 0111), the bit counting method will estimate the number of hops is 3, jumping to nodes
with distance 4 (0100), 2 (0010) and 1 (0001), respectively. However, we can use only 2
hops by jumping to distance 8 (1000) in one direction and 1 (0001) in the other direction
(7 = 8-1). Hence, we may more precisely estimate the number of hops between two nodes
by eliminating the number of consecutive bits before counting the number of bits in both
directions. This method is called consecutive bit elimination. The consecutive bit
elimination can be done by adding the value of the least significant, consecutive bits to
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the distance between source and destination in both clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise
(CCW) directions. This procedure is repeatedly done until there is no consecutive bit left
or the result after adding the values is more than jk, where jk is a maximum power of two
that is less than or equal η.
For an example of the consecutive bit elimination, assume that a distance in the clockwise
direction is one hundred and ten (the binary of 110 is 1101110), i.e., CW = 110 and CCW
= 0. Consider the distance of binary 1101110, the first group of consecutive bits from the
right is 1110; therefore, the value of least significant, consecutive bit is 2 (binary is 10).
The first step is performed by adding 2 (10) to both CW and CCW directions. Hence,
the distance 110 can be routed by jumping with a distance of 112 (binary is 1110000) CW
and 2 (binary is 10) CCW. Notice that binary of 112 (1110000) still has a consecutive bit,
thus the next value to add in both directions is 16 (binary is 10000). After adding 16,
distance 110 can be jumped with distance 128 (binary is 10000000) CW and 18 (binary
is 10010) CCW. In conclusion, the routing of distance 110 in the clockwise direction can
be done within three hops, i.e., one jump in the clockwise direction with the distance 128
(10000000) and two jumps in the counter-clockwise direction with distance 2 (00010) and
16 (10000). The complexity of this algorithm is O(log2(η)). There are two techniques to
perform this algorithm. The first one is to simply scan and transform a distance from right
to left using a state diagram as shown in Figure 4.6, where di is an original distance and
qi is a distance in the opposite direction. The label on each transition between states is
written in the form of input/output (i.e. Mealy machine). The second technique is based
on a fact that (d & -d); statement (in line 6) gives a value of least significant bit of d
and d &= (d-1); statement (in line 8) removes the least significant bit. A function that
checks the consecutive bits and returns a value of least significant, consecutive bits is shown
in Figure 4.7. This check 11 function always skips bit-0. Thus, overall performance is
dependent on numbers of bit-1.
Calculating the number of hops between two nodes may be done by a method called
equivalence class. Finding the optimal path with distance d from source to destination
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di = 0 / qi = 0
di = 0 / qi = 0
di = 1 / qi = 0
di = 1 / di = 0
di = 0 / di = 1
qi = 0 
di = 1 / qi = 0, qi-1 = 1
di = 0, di-1 = 0 
di = İ
di = İ
di = İ
Figure 4.6: State Diagram to Perform Bit Transformation
1 stat ic i n l i n e int check 11 ( int d)
2 {
3 int p r e v l s f , l s f ;
4 p r e v l s f =−1;
5 while (d) {
6 l s f = (d & −d ) ;
7 i f ( ( p r e v l s f << 1)== l s f ) return p r e v l s f ;
8 d &= (d−1);
9 p r e v l s f = l s f ;
10 }
11 return 0 ;
12 }
Figure 4.7: Consecutive Bit Checking Function
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in BMG size η is actually the same as solving problem
∑δ
i=0 xiji ≡ d mod η, where x ∈ N.
Hence, the equivalence class of distance is applied, i.e., distance d is the same as distance
|d± l × η|, where l ∈ N.
The number of loops (l) can be limited by the diameter D (the longest shortest path
between any two nodes in the graph) of BMG, i.e., |d ± l × η| ≤ D × jk, where jk is the
maximum power of two that is less than or equal η.
Notice that the worst case of a distance has no consecutive bits, e.g., 101, 10101 and
101010. Hence, the number of hops required to deliver messages for such distance is
dNumber of bits2 e. There are log2(η) bits for a distance. Hence the diameter of BMG is
O( log2(η)2 ). The complexity of this algorithm is O(log2(η)× l).
In normal circumstances, each of the unicast routing algorithms is loop avoidance, i.e.,
it prevents problems of duplicate packet, broadcast storm and deadlock. The messages will
always get closer to the destination at every hop. However, this is not the case under failure
circumstances. In failure circumstances, the messages can be looped. Therefore, additional
loop prevention is needed. The loop can be prevented by techniques such as adding transit
list fields in the packet header. The transit list fields may contain three tuples consisting
of an incoming neighbor, a transit node and an outgoing neighbor. These fields do not
only prevent a node from sending a packet to the same neighbor twice, but also help in
backtracking to the originator of the packet and finding an alternative route. The transit
list may be added to the header only when a node detects that its neighbor, which is in
the outgoing direction of the packet, died or when the packet has already had the transit
list. This technique has an advantage over the alternative technique that maintains the
sequence number in each node. The technique that keeps track of the sequence number can
only drop a packet and notify the sender, but it cannot find an alternate route. Finding
an alternate route may require a node to keep the previous direction information of each
packet. However, this may lead to the garbage collection (memory management) problems.
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Multicast Routing Algorithm
The multicast from any node in BMG is the capability to send messages to several destina-
tions (1 to m, where m < η). Unlike the IP multicast, multicast group management (group
creation and termination) is not required. The multicast group members are embedded in
the message header. The multicast routing algorithms are all based on unicast algorithms.
All capabilities in both normal and failure circumstances are the same, except that the
multicast messages can also be split at an intermediate node. The messages will be split, if
the shortest paths to those destinations are not in the same direction from the intermediate
node point of view. However, if there is more than one shortest path to a destination,
the intermediate node will choose the next hop that can go along with other destinations.
When a node receives a multicast message, it will first determine the header and choose the
next hop for each multicast destination according to the shortest path to them. The node
will recreate the header corresponding to the direction of each next hop. Messages that
contain the largest number of hops will be forwarded first to increase network throughput
by utilizing multiple links simultaneously.
Broadcast Routing Algorithm
Broadcast messages from any node in BMG are handled by creating a binomial spanning
tree from the source. Under normal circumstances, only the links of the binomial spanning
tree of BMG are used to prevent looping (broadcast storm problems). There are two steps
involving the next hop calculation. The first step is to create a binomial spanning tree using
the source node as the root node of the tree. The second step is to calculate the next hop.
The next hop is chosen from the children of each node according to the spanning tree that
has the highest cost among its children. The cost is computed from the number of steps
used to send a message to all nodes in the subtrees of children.
There are two algorithms for creating a binomial spanning tree and finding a parent
and children of a node, according to the binomial spanning tree from the source. The
first algorithm (Algorithm 5) creates the tree by choosing the closest ID first as shown in
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Figure 4.8: Sample of Binomial Broadcast Tree: (a) Closest ID First; (b) Closest ID Last
Figure 4.8(a), while the second algorithm (Algorithm 6) chooses the closest ID last as shown
in Figure 4.8(b)
Basically, there are two principal parts in both algorithms. The first part (line 1-15 of
Algorithm 5 and line 1-16 of Algorithm 6) is dealing with finding a parent of the node,
while the second part (the rest of the algorithms before returning the result) is finding the
number of children and their IDs.
Both of the algorithms only use the existing links in BMG to create the binomial tree
from any node in BMG. This means that broadcast messages from any node in BMG can
always be delivered within O(log2 η) steps.
In case of failure, a broadcast message is encapsulated into a multicast message, and
then the message is sent from a parent of the failed node to its children in the binomial
spanning tree. The children will de-capsulate the multicast message and continue to forward
the initial broadcast message. If the children of the failed node also die, the message will
be rerouted to its grandchildren automatically.
Under normal circumstances, all of the broadcast routing algorithms in BMG are loop
avoidance because they always send broadcast messages using links that exist in the binomial
spanning tree. Under failure circumstances, the rerouting mechanism is based on multicast
messages, hence the loop avoidance procedures are inherited from the multicast algorithms.
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Algorithm 5 Creating a Binomial Tree (Closest ID First)
Require: 1 ≤ myID ≤ η ∧ 1 ≤ srcID ≤ η, η ∈ N
1: mask ⇐ 1
2: index ⇐ myID - srcID
3: if index < 0 then
4: index = index+ η
5: end if
6: while mask ≤ index do
7: Shift left mask 1 bit
8: end while
9: parentID ⇐ myID
10: if myID 6= srcID then
11: parentID = (index XOR (shift left mask 1 bit)) + srcID
12: if parentID ≥ η then
13: parentID = parentID − η
14: end if
15: end if
16: Nchild ⇐ 0
17: while mask < η do
18: peer = (index XOR mask)
19: if peer ≥ η then
20: break
21: end if
22: peer = peer + srcID
23: if peer ≥ η then
24: peer = peer - η
25: end if
26: childrenID[Nchild] = peer
27: Nchild = Nchild + 1
28: Shift left mask 1 bit
29: end while
30: Return Nchild, childrenID, parentID
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Algorithm 6 Creating a Binomial Tree (Closest ID Last)
Require: 1 ≤ myID ≤ η ∧ 1 ≤ srcID ≤ η, η ∈ N
1: mask ⇐ 1
2: index ⇐ myID + srcID
3: if index < 0 then
4: index = index+ η
5: end if
6: while mask ≤ η do
7: if (index bit-wise AND mask)=TRUE then
8: if myID ≥ mask then
9: parentID = myID −mask
10: else
11: parentID = myID −mask + η
12: end if
13: break
14: end if
15: Shift left mask 1 bit
16: end while
17: Nchild ⇐ 0
18: Shift right mask 1 bit
19: while mask ≥ 0 do
20: if (index+mask) < η then
21: if (myID +mask) >= η then
22: childrenID[Nchild] = myID +mask − η
23: else
24: childrenID[Nchild] = myID +mask
25: end if
26: Nchild = Nchild + 1
27: end if
28: Shift right mask 1 bit
29: end while
30: Return Nchild, childrenID, parentID
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So far, section 4.2.2 presents single source routing algorithms. Unicast (one-to-one) is an
operation of transmitting messages from a source to a destination. Multicast (one-to-many)
refers to the operation of transferring messages from a source to multiple-destinations. If
destinations of the multicast are all nodes in the BMG, they are called broadcast (one-to-
all). The multiple-sources routing algorithms are discussed in the following section.
Multiple-Sources Routing Algorithm
These sections focus on commonly used multiple-sources routing algorithms such as gather
(all-to-one), allgather (all-to-all) and barrier (synchronization).
Gather is an operation of a node receiving data from all other nodes in the graph. Gath-
ering messages from all nodes in BMG is performed by creating a binomial spanning tree
such that a receiving node (destination) is the root node. Binomial tree creation algorithms
(Algorithm 5 and 6) are exactly the same as in broadcast messages. The messages will
travel from leaf nodes up to the root node of the binomial tree (opposite with the broad-
cast). All leaf nodes forward messages to their parents immediately, but an intermediate
node will have to wait for all messages from its children before forwarding messages to its
parent. Gathering messages in BMG can always be delivered within O(log2 η) steps.
In case of failure, a gather message is encapsulated into a unicast message, and then
the message is sent from a child of the failed node to its parent in the binomial spanning
tree. The parent will de-capsulate the multicast message and continue to forward the initial
gather message. If the parent of the failed node also dies, the message will be rerouted to
its grandparent automatically.
Under normal circumstances, a gather message routing algorithm in BMG is loop avoid-
ance because it always forwards gather messages using links that exist in the binomial
spanning tree. Under failure circumstances, the rerouting mechanism is based on unicast
messages, hence the loop avoidance procedures are inherited from the unicast algorithms.
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AllGather is an operation where every node exchanges data to other nodes in the graph
(all-to-all). After this operation concludes, every node will get data from all nodes. There
are several existing algorithms for AllGather that can be used on top of BMG.
• Ring: This algorithm only utilizes the ring portion of BMG. At a step s (starting
from 0), node i sends a message to node i + 1 with data of node i − s in a circular
space. The node i also receives a message from node i − 1 that contains data of the
node i−s−1. This algorithm requires η−1 steps. In a failure circumstance, neighbors
of the failed node require an additional message to get data directly from the owner
at each step.
• Gather and Broadcast: This algorithm is based on gather data to a root node and
then broadcasts the collected data to all nodes. Message routing in both normal and
failure circumstances is inherited from both Gather and Broadcast operations. This
algorithm can be performed within O(2× log2(η) steps.
• Bruck: This algorithm is based on all-to-all algorithms as discussed in [Bruck et al.,
1997]. At a step s (starting from 0), node i sends data to node i− 2s and receives a
message from node i+2s in the circular space. This algorithm only requires dlog2 (η)e
steps. In a failure circumstance, neighbors of the failed node require an additional
multicast message to get data directly from the 2s − 1 owners at each step.
Barrier is a synchronize operation such that each node will not leave the barrier until
all nodes enter in the barrier. The following barrier algorithms can be used on top of the
BMG.
• Double Ring: Each node sends a token message using the ring portion of BMG. A
node can exit from the barrier when it receives the token second time. This algorithm
can be performed within O(2 × η) steps. In a failure circumstance, neighbors of the
failed node will forward the token to the next hop in the ring.
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• Gather and Broadcast: This algorithm is similar to AllGather with zero byte
message. All nodes send a zero byte message to the root node when entering the
barrier. Then the root node broadcasts a zero byte message telling each node to exit
the barrier. Message routing in both normal and failure circumstances is inherited
from both Gather and Broadcast operation. This algorithm can be performed within
O(2× log2(η)) steps.
• Bruck: This algorithm is based on Bruck-AllGather with zero byte messages. At a
step s (starting from 0), node i sends data to node i− 2s and receives a message from
node i + 2s in the circular space. This algorithm only requires dlog2 (η)e steps. In
a failure circumstance, neighbors of the failed node require an additional multicast
message to get data directly from the 2s − 1 owners at each step.
4.2.3 Bit Counting Techniques
The bit counting or population count of a bitstring has been heavily used in several routing
algorithms. It has been widely studied and implemented for decades. Some processors
(e.g. Cray and Intel Itanium) have a single instruction or dedicate an execution unit to
calculate it. Compilers on these machines may provide a built-in (intrinsic) function of
population count for specific languages and operating systems (e.g. UNICOS/Cray provides
a popcnt(unsigned int) function in C and Fortran). Existing bit counting techniques can
be classified into three classes called sequential, parallel and lookup table. The lookup table
algorithms might be faster than sequential and parallel algorithms but they require an extra
space to store the lookup table.
The simplest bit counting algorithm (called naive) is to sequentially iterate through all
the bits and count them as shown in the naive function of Figure 4.9. The while loop in
line 4 helps terminate the algorithm faster, especially when there are several leading bit-0s.
The second algorithm (called skip zero) is shown in the skip zero function of Figure 4.9.
It is based on the fact that the statement n &= (n - 1); (in line 15) always sets the least
significant (rightmost) bit-1 in n to 0. This algorithm iterates through all bits similar to the
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1 int naive (unsigned int n)
2 {
3 int count=0;
4 while (n) {
5 count += n & 0x1u ;
6 n >>= 1 ;
7 }
8 return count ;
9 }
10 int s k i p z e r o (unsigned int n)
11 {
12 int count=0;
13 while (n) {
14 count++;
15 n &= (n − 1 ) ;
16 }
17 return count ;
18 }
Figure 4.9: Sequential Bit Counting Methods
naive algorithm but it automatically skips all the bit-0s. If we know that the number of bits
of the input is dense, we may toggle all bits of the input number before calling this function,
e.g., toggle with a statement n ˆ= (unsigned int) -1;. Then this algorithm subtracts the
result from 8*sizeof(int). The execution time of the skip zero function is proportional to
the number bit-1. Both naive and skip zero methods have complexity O(log2 n).
Another bit counting algorithm is called parallel bit counting. The basic idea of parallel
bit counting is to simultaneously count several groups of bits. The first parallel algorithm
(as shown in Parallel function of Figure 4.10) divides bits into sub-groups of 2, 4, 8 and
16. After line 3 is executed, the original n is split into pairs of bits. The new n is ob-
tained from the number of bit-1 in each pair of the bits. For example, an original n is
1̂11̂00̂10̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂01̂00̂01̂01̂1, where the 0x55555555 (in line 3) gives the bit pat-
tern 01 for each pair of 32 bits (i.e. 01010101010101010101010101010101). Therefore, after
line 3 is executed, the new n is 1̂00̂10̂10̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂00̂10̂00̂11̂0, which is obtained from
the number of bit-1 in each pair of the original n. Line 4 splits the original n into a group
of 4 bits and the new n is obtained from the number of bit-1 in each group of the 4 bits.
Then, this procedure continues until the n contains the number of bit-1 in a group of 32
bits. Line 6 and line 7 may be replaced by a statement n = n % 255;. Consider a number
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1 int Pa r a l l e l (unsigned int n)
2 {
3 n = (n & 0x55555555 ) + ( ( n >> 1) & 0x55555555 ) ;
4 n = (n & 0x33333333 ) + ( ( n >> 2) & 0x33333333 ) ;
5 n = (n & 0 x 0 f 0 f 0 f 0 f ) + ( ( n >> 4) & 0 x 0 f 0 f 0 f 0 f ) ;
6 n = (n & 0 x 0 0 f f 0 0 f f ) + ( ( n >> 8) & 0 x 0 0 f f 0 0 f f ) ;
7 n = (n & 0 x 0 0 0 0 f f f f ) + ( ( n >> 16) & 0 x 0 0 0 0 f f f f ) ;
8 return n ;
9 }
10
11 int HAKMEM (unsigned int n)
12 {
13 unsigned int count ;
14 n = n − ( ( n>>1) & 033333333333) − ( ( n>>2) & 011111111111) ;
15 return ( ( n + (n >> 3) ) & 030707070707) % 63 ;
16 }
Figure 4.10: Parallel Bit Counting Methods for 32-Bit Architecture
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is represented in base 256 as shown in the equation 4.1, where K is some number.
(c3× 2563) + (c2× 2562) + (c1× 2561) + (c0× 2560)
= (c3 + c2 + c1 + c0) + (c3× (2563 − 1)) + (c2× (2562 − 1)) + (c1× (2561 − 1))
= (c3 + c2 + c1 + c0) + (c3× (256− 1)(2562 + 256 + 1))
+(c2× (256− 1)(256 + 1)) + (c1× (256− 1))
= (c3 + c2 + c1 + c0) + 255× [c3× (2562 + 256 + 1) + c2× (256 + 1) + c1]
= (c3 + c2 + c1 + c0) + 255× [K]
(4.1)
After line 5 has finished the execution, the original n is (c3 × 2563) + (c2 × 2562) + (c1 ×
2561) + (c0 × 2560), where c3, c2, c1 and c0 is number of bit-1 in groups of 8 bits. The n
modulo 255 yields (c3 + c2 + c1 + c0),which is the result of bit counting. However, the
modulo operation may be more expensive than bitwise AND, shift and addition.
Another technique that performs the bit counting in a parallel fashion is called HAK-
MEM (as illustrated in the HAKMEM function of Figure 4.10). This function origi-
nates from HAKMEM item 169 [Beeler et al., 1972]. Consider a 3-bit number (octal)
is u=(a2 × 22) + (a1 × 21) + a0 where a0, a1 and a2 is binary in position 0, 1 and 2
from right to left of the octal number. Shifting one bit to the right of the octal number
(u >> 1) yields (a2 × 21) + a1. Shifting two bits to the right (u >> 2) yields a2. Thus,
u − (u >> 1) − (u >> 2) yields a2+a1+a0, which is the sum of bit-1 in an octal block.
After line 14 is executed, the 32-bit n has the sum of bit-1 in each octal block spread out
through itself. The statement (n + (n >> 3)) of line 15 will re-arrange all the octal blocks
into blocks of 6 bits instead, sum the numbers of bit-1 in each 6-bit block and put these
numbers into each block. There are five blocks of 6 bits plus 2 bits of MSB set in the 32-bit
n by properly masking with 030707070707 (in octal). The last step of this algorithm is to
sum all bit counting results from all the 6-bit blocks. This can be accomplished by modulo
63. Consider a number is represented in base 64. Modulo the number with 63 yields the
sum of all coefficient numbers in base 64. This is similar to modulo 255 from a number
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1 stat ic int LTB8 [ 2 5 6 ] =
2 {
3 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 ,
4 1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 ,
5 1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 ,
6 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 7 ,
7 1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 ,
8 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 7 ,
9 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 7 ,
10 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 7 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 7 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 7 , 6 , 7 , 7 , 8
11 } ;
12
13 int lookup8 (unsigned int n)
14 {
15 return LTB8[ n & 0 x f f u ] + LTB8 [ ( n>>8) & 0 x f f u ] +
16 LTB8 [ ( n>>16) & 0 x f f u ] + LTB8 [ ( n>>24) & 0 x f f u ] ;
17 }
Figure 4.11: 8-Bit Lookup Table for 32-Bit Architecture
represented in base 256 as mentioned in the Parallel function. The bit counting in both
parallel methods has complexity O(1).
Techniques based on a lookup table or pre-computing are techniques generally used to
speed up algorithms. However, they are a trade-off between space and speed. The bit
counting can also benefit from a lookup table.
A pre-computed array of the number of bit-1 of 4-bit, 8-bit or 16-bit numbers may
be used to find the number of bit-1 in an integer. The lookup8 function of Figure 4.11
illustrates using an 8-bit precompute table to solve the bit counting. The LTB8 holds the
number of bit-1 of every value (0-255) for 8-bit number. The bit counting of 32-bit integer
can be done by masking out four sets of 8 bits in the given integer and indexing them into
the LTB8 array. Then, the final result is the sum of results of every set of 8 bits. Methods
based on the lookup table also have complexity O(1). They might be faster than the parallel
techniques; however, they need extra spaces to store the table.
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4.2.4 Self-Healing Techniques
This section presents the self-healing capability of BMG [Angskun et al., 2007b] as a solution
to prevent potential problems of network bisection and a decrease in routing performance
when the network has a high percentage of failed nodes. This section describes methods,
that are used for recover the BMG, as well as the appropriate time to perform the recovery.
Self-Healing Methods
There are two approaches used to recovery procedures in BMG. The first approach is called
the naive method. This method destroys the original network and reconstructs the BMG
with the remaining nodes. The second approach is called the adaptive method. It only
destroys and reconstructs the links that are different between the original BMG and the
BMG after excluding all of the failed nodes.
Naive Method This is the simplest method to reconstruct the BMG topology. Suppose
that there are ϕ failed nodes in BMG size η. This method is divided into two steps. The
first step is to remove all existing links. The second step will establish all connections of
BMG size η − ϕ. For each link in the BMG, a node that has a higher ID will initiate
the connection to the node that has a lower ID. The total number of removed links in
the first step is dependent upon the location of failed nodes. It may vary from
[
δη×η
2
]
−[
( (ϕ−1)×ϕ2 ) + ((δη − (ϕ− 1))× ϕ)
]
, in case of connected node failure, to ( δη×η2 ) − (δη × ϕ)
in case of completely separated failed nodes. The total number of added links of the second
step is δη−ϕ×(η−ϕ)2 . The δη is a degree of BMG size η, while the δη−ϕ is a degree of BMG size
η − ϕ. The total number of involved links in this method is the sum between the number
of removed links in the first step and the number of added links in the second step. In
terms of implementation, this approach requires each node to maintain the original <ID,
Size>, current <ID, Size> and a list of failed nodes. They are required in the self-healing
procedure and the message routing.
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Figure 4.12: Self-Healing BMG using Adaptive Method: (a) BMG when Node ID 4 Failed;
(b) BMG after the Self-Healing Procedures
Adaptive Method This method only removes and adds the links that are different be-
tween BMG size η and BMG size η − ϕ. Figure 4.12(a) illustrates a self-healing procedure
of a 10-node BMG using the adaptive method when node 3 failed. When node 3 fails, all
connections that associate with node 3 (represented with dot lines) will be disconnected. A
neighbor of node 3 may start the self-healing procedure (dependent upon the frequency as
discussed in section 4.2.4) by broadcasting messages to all nodes. Then each node calculates
the different links between BMG size η and BMG size η−ϕ. For each connection that needs
to be added (represented with thick solid lines), the higher IDs initiate the connections to
the lower IDs. All the unnecessary links (represented with dash lines) will be removed.
Figure 4.12(b) illustrates the BMG topology after the self-healing procedure is completed.
All node IDs represented in this figure are IDs according to the original BMG. This method
also requires each node to maintain original <ID, Size>, current <ID, Size> and the list of
failed nodes. They are used in the self-healing procedure and the message routing.
A function for calculating added and removed links of the adaptive method is shown in
Algorithm 7. The input variables of this function consist of η, myIDorg, fail and ηfail. The
η is the size of the original BMG. The myIDorg is a node ID in the original BMG. The fail
is a list of failed nodes. The size of the failed node list is equal to ηfail. There are six steps
in this function. The first step is to calculate a new node ID from myIDorg. The new node
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ID is an ID in the BMG that excludes all failed nodes. All node IDs after excluding all
failed nodes are continuous. The second step is calculating all neighbor IDs of myIDorg in
BMG size η. The third step is calculating all neighbor IDs of the new node ID (outputs of
the first step) in BMG size η − ηfail. The fourth step is to convert outputs of the third step
into IDs according to the original BMG. The fifth step is to calculate the added links. All
these links are linked to all outputs of the fourth step that do not exist in outputs of the
second step. On the other hand, the last step is to calculate removed links from outputs
of the second step that do not exist in the fourth step. The added and removed links are
results of this function.
Algorithm 7 Finding Added and Removed Links when some Nodes Fail.
Require: η ∈ N, 1 ≤myIDorg ≤ η, {fail|∀f ∈ fail.1 ≤ f ≤ η}, ηfail = |fail|
1: myIDnew ⇐ Convert my original IDs to my new IDs.
2: NeighborIDorg ⇐ Get neighbor IDs of myIDorg in BMG size η.
3: NeighborIDnew ⇐ Get neighbor IDs of myIDnew in BMG size η − ηfail.
4: Convert all IDs in NeighborIDnew to IDs in the original BMG.
5: Added ⇐ {∀a ∈ Added|a ∈ NeighborIDnew ∧ a 6∈ NeighborIDorg}
6: Removed ⇐ {∀r ∈ Removed|r ∈ NeighborIDorg ∧ r 6∈ NeighborIDnew}
Figure 4.13(a) illustrates the number of links involved in the self-healing procedure of
both methods when there is a failed node. The numbers of added and removed links of
each method are roughly the same. The numbers of updated links required by the adaptive
method are 10%-30% of the naive method (as depicted in Figure. 4.13(b)), i.e., the adaptive
method reduces the overhead from reconstructing the networks up to 90%, especially in a
large network.
Self-Healing Frequency
Self-healing procedure may be performed when a node fails or it may wait until a node has
δ − 1 failed neighbors. The self-healing frequency is a trade-off between recovery time and
overhead from non-optimal routing. The BMG may be configured such that a node initiates
the self-healing procedure when the overhead of routing (in terms of hop number) is more
than a threshold. Both the number of failed nodes and the number of hops may also be
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of Naive and Adaptive Methods: (a) Number of Links Used
in both Methods; (b) % Updated Link Ratio between Adaptive and Naive Methods; (c)
Number of Updated Links for Dynamic Expansion
used as a threshold to start the recovery procedures. No matter which threshold is used,
the self-healing procedure must be started before a node has δ failed neighbors. Otherwise
the BMG network will become bisection.
Dynamic Expansion
Not only were both naive and adaptive methods useful for the self-healing, but they may also
be used in the opposite direction, i.e., to dynamically expand the size of BMG. Figure 4.13(c)
illustrates the benefit of the adaptive over the naive method. The X-axis is the number of
nodes, and the Y-axis is the number of additional nodes. The Z-axis is number of updated
links used by both methods. The difference in the number of updated links required by
both methods is very significant, especially in a large number of nodes.
4.3 Communication Framework
4.3.1 Wide Area Communication
In order to support wide area communication, the topologies and their protocol need to
extend to support the connection of multiple groups of topologies. In multiple-group mode,
there are several types of node. They are called regular, multi-home and gateway. A regular
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Figure 4.14: Sample of Multiple BMG Groups
node is a node which belongs to only one group topology, while multi-home is a node which
belongs to more than one group topology. A gateway node is a node which belongs to a group
topology, but has links to other groups. Figure 4.14 illustrates an example of a multiple-
BMG. Nodes represented with a letter “G” indicate gateway nodes. Nodes represented with
a letter “M” indicate multi-home nodes. All other nodes are regular nodes.
A regular node may become a multi-home node by calling the sft init function more
than once with different group IDs, i.e., initializing the node with multiple groups. The
sft init function will return a handle. Thus, the node has to maintain several handles (one
handle per group). Messages are not automatically forwarded across different handles. If
a multi-home node wants to act as a gateway between groups, it needs to handle message
forwarding explicitly.
A regular node may become a gateway node by calling the sft connect function. This
function will establish a connection with a node in the remote group. Both end nodes of
this connection will become a gateway node. They will automatically broadcast a control
message to their group to inform every node that they have now become a gateway to other
groups. Every node will update its routing table accordingly. If a node cannot resolve
a gateway to remote groups, the messages will be kept in a queue to prevent a delayed
update of the gateway. The messages in the queue will automatically be sent later when
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the gateway is resolved. All messages are automatically forwarded by a gateway node across
two adjacent groups. A chain of groups is not currently supported to prevent a message
loop and to reduce the overhead of routing table management.
Each node has a unique ID across multiple groups. This unique ID is called universally
unique identifier (UUID). The UUID can be mapped to a group ID (GID) and a node ID
(NID). The GID is unique among multiple groups, while NID is unique within a group.
Mapping between these IDs can be done with macro SFT UUID (gid, nid), SFT NID
(uuid) and SFT NID (uuid). There are two kinds of special IDs. If all bits of the IDs
are 0, it means “any” node or group. These IDs may be referred to by predefined variables
SFT UUID ANY, SFT GID ANY and SFT NID ANY. If all bits of the IDs are 1, it means
“all” (node or group). These IDs may be referred by predefined variables SFT UUID ALL,
SFT GID ALL and SFT NID ALL.
By default, the UUID is a 32-bit integer that consists of 8 bits of GID and 24 bits of
NID, i.e., the communication framework supports up to 254 groups and each group may
have number of nodes up to 16,777,214.
4.3.2 Run-Time Stack Trace (RTST)
The communication framework for this dissertation has a built-in run-time stack trace
(RTST). RTST is disabled in the communication framework by default. Users may enable
it with “configure –enable-debug” (see section A.1.7 for more details). The RTST helps
application developers to pinpoint locations of error at run-time. If the applications receive
one of the registered signals, RTST automatically displays the stack of the application with
file name and line number (similar to the output of backtrace (bt) or where commands in
gdb). Figure 4.15 illustrates an example of output when an application gets a segmenta-
tion fault signal (SIGSEGV). The output indicates that the error occurs in line 5 (the bar
function of the file a.c). By default, the registered signals are SIGSEGV (invalid mem-
ory reference), SIGABRT (abort signal), SIGINT (interrupt from keyboard) and SIGPIPE
(broken pipe: write to pipe with no reader).
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Got Signal [Segmentation fault(11)]
** sft_mesg_bt_fl (sft_mesg.c:58)
** __sft_signal_handler (sft_lib_env.c:28)
** bar (a.c:5)
** foo (a.c:9)
** main (a.c:17)
** __libc_start_main (??:0)
** _start (start.S:105)
Segmentation fault (core dumped)
Figure 4.15: Sample of RTST Output
RTST works with both static and dynamic libraries. It does not require source code
or core dump (a file that contains a state of working memory). However, the communi-
cation framework and the application must be compiled with the debugging option (e.g.,
application is compiled with -g option in gcc).
RTST Implementation
The implementation of RTST is based on the GNU’s backtrace function calls. There are
three main function calls as outlined below. The execinfo.h must be included in the source
code.
• int backtrace(void **buffer, int size): This function obtains a stack trace of the
current thread. It places the trace information as a list of pointers in the buffer
variable. The maximum number of entries in the buffer is limited by the size variable.
The actual number of entries is returned from this function.
• char **backtrace symbols(void *const *buffer, int size): This function translates
the backtrace information to arrays of strings. The buffer is a pointer that points to
addresses received from the backtrace function. The size variable is the return value
of the backtrace function. This return value of this function is an array of strings.
Each string contains function names, offsets and return addresses of each function in
the stack.
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• void backtrace symbols fd(void *const *buffer, int size, int fd): This function does
the same thing as backtrace symbols. However, it will write an output to a file
with file descriptor, fd. This function does not use the malloc function, i.e., it might
be safer to use backtrace symbols.
There is a function void printstack(int fd) in the compiler of Sun that does the same thing
as backtrace and backtrace symbols fd together.
Finding file name and line number
The output strings of the backtrace symbols only provide function names, offsets and
return addresses. Finding the filename and line number of those addresses might be a little
bit tricky. Our work uses a tool called addr2line. The addr2line command converts
addresses to a filename and line number. The implementation of addr2line is based on the
binary file descriptor library (libbfd). The libbfd provides a common interface to operate
any object file format (e.g., ELF and COFF). Due to the fact that addr2line is a command
line (it is not a system call or a function), communicating input/output between RTST and
addr2line must be done via a pipe.
Unfortunately, addr2line is only able to translate addresses in applications or libraries
that were linked in static mode, i.e., it does not work with shared libraries. In order to
properly work with shared libraries, their virtual memory range is needed to calculate their
addresses before they are relocated.
The relocated addresses of the shared libraries in the Linux operating system can be
found in “/proc/<pid>/maps” (or “/proc/self/maps”). An example of “/proc/<pid>/maps”
is shown in Figure 4.16. Each line of file “/proc/<pid>/maps” contains six fields. The first
field is the virtual memory range. The second field is the access right (e.g., read, write,
execute and share/private). The third field is the offset. The fourth field is the major and
minor device ID. The stack or heap has a device ID 00:00. The fifth field is the inode
number. I-node number 0 represents stack or heap. The last field is the filename. This field
is omitted for a stack or heap.
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08048000-0808f000 r-xp 00000000 03:01 48158 /bin/tcsh
0808f000-08092000 rw-p 00047000 03:01 48158 /bin/tcsh
08092000-0811d000 rw-p 08092000 00:00 0
40000000-40016000 r-xp 00000000 03:01 48192 /lib/ld-2.3.2.so
...
Figure 4.16: Sample of /proc/<pid>/maps File
The correct address of the shared library may be calculated by subtracting between
the address obtaining from backtrace symbols function and the begin address of virtual
memory, which the address getting from backtrace symbols belongs to (e.g., if the address
obtained from backtrace symbols is “4100ad4b” and it is found in a range “from 41008000
to 4100f000” of virtual memory, the correct address of the shared library is “41002d4b”
(4100ad4b-41008000)). Then, the new address is used as parameters of the addr2line.
Now, the RTST function should work with both static and dynamic functions.
Using RTST as a signal handler
The last step simply turns the RTST function into a signal handler and registers the signal
handler with the signal or sigaction function. Unfortunately, an address that is obtained
from the output of the backtrace function may be incorrect. That address is an address
of the last function before the signal handler is called. This situation could happen on
32-bit machines (it does not occur 64-bit machines) because the stack frame is altered by
the kernel. The Instruction Pointer register (e.g. EIP, RIP or PC) points to the address of
the signal handler when the signal is raised.
There are two solutions to solve this problem. The first solution is to compile the
GNU compiler (gcc) with the “-fasynchronous-unwind-tables” option. However, it may
cause a file size larger than usual. This option is enabled by default on a 64-bit machine.
The second solution is to correct the missing address by replacing it with a value of the
Instruction Pointer register before the signal is raised. If the Linux kernel version is less than
2.2, the register value may be found in the signal context structure (the second argument
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1 #inc lude <s i g n a l . h>
2 #inc lude <ex e c i n f o . h>
3
4 void s i ghand l e r ( int s ig , s i g i n f o t ∗ i n fo , void ∗ucon )
5 {
6 ucontex t t ∗uc = ( ucontext t ∗) ucon ;
7 c = backtrace ( addresses , 1 0 ) ;
8 addre s s e s [ 1 ] = (void ∗) uc−>uc mcontext . g regs [REG EIP ] ;
9 s t r i n g s = backtrace symbols ( addresses , c ) ;
10 }
Figure 4.17: Sample of Missing Address Overriding for Kernel 2.2 or Later
of the signal handler). Otherwise, the register value can be found in the user context
structure (the third argument of the signal handler). An example of this solution for kernel
2.2 or later is shown in Figure 4.17. Checking a current version number of Linux is done
by comparing variables LINUX VERSION CODE andKERNEL VERSION(2,2,0).
The variables and macro are defined in <linux/version.h>.
The position of the override address is dependent upon where the backtrace function
is called. The position 0 (addresses[0]) always refers to the signal handler itself. If the
backtrace is called in the signal handler, the position of the override address (address of the
last function) is 1.
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I was the primary contributor of the papers and was involved in conducting experiments and
obtaining the results. Moreover, this chapter provide a detailed vision of the performance
of the different topologies, as well as a deeper analysis of the algorithms involved in the
routing process.
This chapter presents several experimental evaluations of both complete k -ary sibling tree
and binomial graph topologies. Their routing performances are evaluated in various message
types and configurations. Reliability analysis of each algorithm is also presented in this
chapter. Section 5.1 presents experimental evaluations of the complete k -ary sibling tree
(CST) topology, while experimental evaluations of binomial graph (BMG) are presented in
section 5.2.
5.1 Complete K -ary Sibling Tree (CST)
This section discusses experimental evaluations of the complete k -ary sibling tree (CST)
topology. There are two main parts presented in this section. The first part (presented in
section 5.1.1) focuses on evaluation of the fault-tolerant routing. The second part (presented
in section 5.1.2) focuses on reliability analysis of the CST topology.
5.1.1 Routing Performance
The routing performance of CST were evaluated in both normal and failure circumstances.
The evaluations are described as different routing algorithms (i.e., unicast, multicast and
broadcast routing algorithms).
Unicast Routing
As mentioned in section 4.1.2, there are three unicast routing algorithms for CST. The
first algorithm is the basic rule-based method, which always sends messages toward the
destination. The second algorithm is the variant rule-based method that is similar to the
basic method, that allows a message to take a path not directly toward the destination
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Figure 5.1: Performance of CST Unicast in Failure Situations
under the condition that the total number of hops is reduced. The last algorithm is the
failed node aware method, based on a breadth first search.
In the case without failures, it is obvious that the average number of hops for unicast
messages decreases when the number of fanouts increases (i.e., closer to a flat tree). During
the failure mode, the ϕ failed nodes are obtained from combinations of all η nodes, i.e.,
(
η
ϕ
)
where a source node 6∈ the failed nodes. Figure 5.1 illustrates that both variant rule-based
and dead node aware algorithms are scalable for unicast (multicast to one destination)
message transmission. The higher values of fanout yield the worst performance, especially
with the basic rule-based algorithm, because it has more chances to go in a direction toward
a failed node. The results show that the variant rule-based algorithm produces performance
close to the dead node aware algorithm, but the variant algorithm is much simpler.
Multicast Routing
The discussion about two different algorithms of the multicast routing of CST is mentioned
in section 4.1.2. The first algorithm (called sequential) delivers messages to destinations
by order in the destination lists, while the second algorithm (called parallel) delivers mes-
sages out of order. Additionally, the messages may be split at an intermediate node if the
destinations are located in different directions.
Figure 5.2 depicts that the parallel routing algorithm is significantly faster than the
sequential routing algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: Performance of CST Multicast Routing Algorithms
The experimental results were obtained from an average number of steps for sending
multicast messages to two destinations with a failed node (fanout=2). The two destination
nodes (∆) were obtained from combinations of all η nodes, i.e.,
(
η
2
)
where a source node 6∈
∆ and the dead nodes were randomly selected.
Broadcast Routing
If a node i uses Si steps to send broadcast messages, the average number of broadcast steps
(d¯bcast) of the CST is computed by the Equation 5.1, where η is the total number of nodes.
d¯bcast =
∑η
i=1 Si
η
. (5.1)
The number of broadcast steps is actually dependent on the performance of the broad-
cast routing algorithm. As mentioned in section 4.1.2, there are three broadcast routing
algorithms for CST. The first algorithm (called top-down) simply sends messages to the root
of the tree, then the root will broadcast to the remaining nodes in the tree. The second
algorithm (called up-down) is similar to the top-down, except that while a node sends the
message toward the root, any nodes on the path which have obtained the message will also
broadcast the message to its own children simultaneously, i.e., each node is a root of its own
sub-tree. The overhead of sending messages to the root of the tree in the first algorithm
is hidden in the second algorithm. The last algorithm is done by creating a spanning tree
directly from source node.
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Figure 5.3: Performance of CST Broadcast Routing Algorithms
Figure 5.3 indicates that the up-down algorithm is marginally faster than the top-down
algorithm, while the spanning-tree routing algorithm is significantly faster than the two
others mainly due to the increased parallelism of the message distribution. The experimental
results were obtained from an average number of steps for sending a broadcast message from
every node (fanout=2).
5.1.2 Reliability Analysis
The reliability analysis of CST is done through a discrete event simulation [Angskun
et al., 2007c]. This section presents a simulation description that discusses how message
transmission is simulated and what parameters can be configured in the simulation. In
addition, it presents the simulation results and analysis in various configurations.
Simulation Description
The fanout (k) of a k -ary sibling tree topology can be configured in the simulation. It can
be varied from k=2 (binary sibling tree) to k=η-1 (flat tree), where η is the total number
of nodes.
The unicast messages are simulated by sending messages from all possible sources to all
possible destinations (∆), where sources 6= ∆. Thus, there are η × (η − 1) simulation cases
for normal circumstances. During the failure mode, the ϕ failed nodes are obtained from
combinations of all η nodes, i.e.,
(
η
ϕ
)
where the source and destination nodes 6∈ the failed
nodes. Hence, there are
(
η−2
ϕ
)
simulation cases for each unicast transmission.
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The total number of simulation cases of unicast message transmission (Tu) for η nodes
of the k -ary sibling tree with ϕ failed nodes is given by Equation 5.2.
Tu = η × (η − 1)×
(
η − 2
ϕ
)
=
η!
(η − ϕ− 2)!ϕ! . (5.2)
The transmission of unicast messages is considered successful if the messages can reach
the destination, which means that the network can deliver messages even in the presence of
failures in the routing path. If there are Su success cases, the percentage of success (Pu) is
defined by Equation 5.3.
Pu = (
Su
Tu
)× 100. (5.3)
Due to the fact that the multicast routing protocol is based on multi-destination uni-
cast [Angskun et al., 2006a], the percentage of success (Pm) of multicast messages to 	
destinations in the η nodes of k -ary sibling tree with ϕ failed nodes can be estimated by
Equation 5.4.
Pm ≈ ( Pu100)
	 × 100. (5.4)
The broadcast messages are simulated by sending messages from all possible sources
to the rest of the tree. During the failure mode, the ϕ failed nodes are obtained from
combinations of all η nodes, i.e.,
(
η
ϕ
)
where the sources 6∈ the failed nodes. The broadcast
operation is considered successful if there are no orphan nodes. An alive node may become
an orphan if it becomes unreachable owing to network bisection. If there are Sb1, Sb2 and
Sb3 success cases for the three broadcast algorithms, the percentage of success for each
algorithm is defined in Table 5.1.
Simulation Results and Analysis
This section discusses simulation results of all message types with various configurations.
We simulated and analyzed the effects that the failed nodes have on the percentage of success
in different networks, as well as the effects fanouts of the tree and the lifetime distribution
have on the network characteristics.
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Table 5.1: Percentage of Success for Broadcast Messages in CST
Algorithms Tbn Pbn
Top-Down Tb1 =
2×(η−1)!
(η−ϕ−2)!ϕ! Pb1 = (
Sb1
Tb1
)× 100
Up-Down Tb2 =
(η−1)!
(η−ϕ−2)!ϕ! Pb2 = (
Sb2
Tb2
)× 100
Spanning Tree Tb3 =
η!
(η−ϕ−2)!ϕ! Pb3 = (
Sb3
Tb3
)× 100
Effect of Failed Nodes: Figure 5.4 presents the effect of a few failed nodes on the
reliability of the network in delivering multicast messages. The unicast is a special case
of multicast where the number of destinations is one. The percentage of success (Pm) is
inversely proportional to the number of nodes (η) for every different number of failed nodes
and it is also inversely proportional to the number of destinations (	) of the multicast
messages (i.e. Pm ∝ η−1 ∝ 	−1)
If the number of nodes is 2k, where k ∈ N, the reliability of the network decreases
because the probability of nodes becoming orphans increases. This situation occurs when
the number of nodes in the last level (highest depth) of the tree is less than or equal to k,
where k is fanout as shown in Figure 3.3(a). Several solutions to overcome this drawback
have been proposed in section 3.1.1.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the effect of failed nodes on the operations of broadcast message
delivery. It shows that the percentage of success (Pb) is inversely proportional to the number
of nodes (η) for every different number of failed nodes (i.e. Pb ∝ η−1) as well as the effect of
the high possibility of orphan nodes. The figure shows that the different broadcast routing
algorithms also affect the percentage of success. Not only was the spanning-tree routing
algorithm the fastest among them [Angskun et al., 2006b] (as discussed in section 5.1.1),
but it is also the most reliable. On the other hand, the top-down algorithm is the worst in
terms of both efficiency and reliability.
Effect of Fanouts: Figure 5.6 illustrates the effect of the number of fanouts on a multicast
message operation with 16 nodes. The x-axis for each fanout is the percentage of failed
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Figure 5.4: Failed Node Effect on Reliability of CST Multicast: (a) 1 Failed Node; (b) 2
Failed Nodes; (c) 3 Failed Nodes
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Figure 5.6: Fanout Effect on Reliability of CST Multicast
nodes (between 6.25% and 87.5%). The y-axis is the number of destinations (between
1 and 8), and the color represents the percentage of success (Pm). For each number of
node configurations, the best fanout in terms of reliability is different. For example, in the
16-node configuration, the 4-ary sibling tree is the best.
There are two different patterns of results of fanout affected by broadcast message
operations as shown in Figure 5.7. There are only marginally different reliabilities for
each number of fanouts of the spanning-tree routing algorithm, while the reliability of top-
down and up-down algorithms is significant for different numbers of fanout. These different
reliability properties are caused by the simulation assumption that the source of broadcast
and the source and destination of unicast messages are always alive. Thus the root of the
tree (node 1) is always alive for top-down and up-down, but it is not true for the spanning
tree. This implies that if the logical root node can be run on a stable platform, it could
significantly improve overall reliability.
Weibull Lifetime Distribution: The Weibull lifetime distribution assumes that the
hazard function is time dependent. The hazard function is dependent on the value of β as
shown in Figure 5.8(a) .
If β < 1, the hazard function is the decreasing function (infant mortality or burn in),
i.e., the older it is, the less likely it fails (the first phase of the bathtub curve).
If β = 1, the age has no effect. The lifetime has exponential distribution.
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Figure 5.7: Fanout Effect on Reliability of CST Broadcast: (a) Top-Down; (b) Up-Down;
(c) Spanning Tree
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Figure 5.8: Effects of Shape (β) and Scale (α) Parameters: (a) β Effect (α=1.0); (b) α
Effect (β=1.5)
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Table 5.2: Sample of Weibull Parameters (MTBF=26,280)
β α h(t) R(t)
0.5 13,140.00 0.5× 13, 140−0.5t−0.5 e−( t13,140 )0.5
1.0 26,280.00 3.8× 10−5 e−( t26,280 )
1.5 29,111.21 1.5× 29, 111, 21−1.5t0.5 e−( t29,111.21 )1.5
2.0 29,653.80 2.0× 29, 653.80−2.0t e−( t29,653.80 )2.0
2.5 29,619.14 2.5× 29, 619.14−2.5t1.5 e−( t29,619.14 )2.5
If β > 1, the hazard function is the increasing function (wearing out), i.e., the older it
is, the more likely it is to fail. It is the third phase of the bathtub curve. If 1 < β < 2, the
hazard function is concave (increasing at a decreasing rate). On the other hand, the hazard
function is convex (increasing at an increasing rate), if β > 2.
For example, MTBF of the network is three years (26,280 hours). Several β and its
corresponding α parameters have been tested as shown in the Table 5.2. If β equals to 1,
the hazard function is time independent, i.e., the network is equally likely to fail at any
moment during its lifetime. The failure rate is known to be a constant ( 1α). This is a special
case where Weibull becomes the exponential distribution.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the effect of β and its corresponding α parameters (as shown
in Table 5.2) in the Weibull lifetime distribution to the percentage of success of multicast
operations. It shows that the parallel routing (as mentioned in section 5.1.1) is more reliable
than the sequential routing for every value of the β parameter. Figure 5.10 illustrates the
effect of β and its corresponding α parameters (as shown in Table 5.2) in the Weibull
lifetime distribution to the percentage of success of broadcast operations. It shows that
the spanning-tree routing algorithm is the most reliable algorithm when compared with the
up-down and the top-down routing algorithms for all values of the β parameter.
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Figure 5.9: Weibull Distribution on CST Multicast (MTBF=26,280)
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Figure 5.10: Weibull Distribution on CST Broadcast (MTBF=26,280): (a) Top-Down; (b)
Up-Down; (c) Spanning Tree
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5.2 Binomial Graph (BMG)
This section discusses experimental evaluations of the binomial graph (BMG) topology
consisting of two main parts. The first part (presented in section 5.2.1) focuses on evaluation
of the fault-tolerant routing. The second part (presented in section 5.2.2) focuses on
reliability analysis of the BMG topology.
5.2.1 Routing Performance
An evaluation of routing algorithms provided in BMG is focused on the performance of two-
terminal (unicast) message delivery. Due to the fact that each node in BMG can always
create a binomial tree (only using the existing links with both tree creation algorithms,
the closest ID first (Algorithm 5) and the closest ID last (Algorithm 6)), broadcast mes-
sages from any node in BMG are delivered within O(log2η) steps, i.e., broadcast message
transmissions of BMG are always optimal. Moreover, the performance of multicast message
delivery is always dependent on the performance of unicast routing. Therefore this section
is devoted to the performance of unicast routing algorithm.
Unicast Routing Algorithm
The existing unicast routing algorithms in circulant networks may be used in BMG because
BMG is classified as a circulant network. There are several unicast routing algorithms for
specific types of circulant networks such as 2-Circulant [Dobravec et al., 2006,Robic, 1996]
and Recursive Circulant Networks [Chung, 2000]. However, these algorithms cannot be
directly applied with the BMG owing to their restriction with the constant degree. BMG
and the undirected Chord [Ganesan and Manku, 2004] are exactly the same topology when
the number of nodes is a power of two∗. Hence, the optimal routing in the undirected
Chord [Ganesan and Manku, 2004] may also be used in BMG. Unfortunately, its routing
∗if number of nodes in the undirected Chord is not power of two, it will create roughly the same small
groups of nodes such that the number of groups is a power of two and will use their routing algorithm [Gane-
san and Manku, 2004] between those groups.
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Figure 5.11: Performance of Undirected Chord Routing Algorithm on BMG Topology: (a)
d¯ and D; (b) d¯ Overhead (%); (c) D Overhead (Hops)
algorithm is not optimal for BMG if the number of nodes is not a power of two as shown
in Figure 5.11.
As mentioned in section 4.2.2, there are six two-terminal routing algorithms. The first
algorithm is the optimal algorithm based on breadth first search. This is the most
complex algorithm (O(δDiameter)). The second algorithm is called diff. This algorithm
simply routes messages to a neighbor that has the ID closest to the destination ID (greedy
algorithm). The third algorithm is called diff-v. This algorithm is similar to the diff except
that it checks whether the destination has a direct link to the neighbor. The fourth algorithm
is bit counting. The distances between source and destination in both clockwise and
counter clockwise are represented in a binary (bit vector) format. Messages will be forward
in the direction that has the less number of bits. The fifth algorithm is consecutive bit
elimination. This algorithm is similar to the bit counting except that all consecutive bits
are eliminated as much as possible before counting the number of bits. The last algorithm
is based on equivalence class property. This algorithm will apply the consecutive bit
elimination on distance |d± l×η|, where l is a minimum constant that makes this algorithm
produce optimal routing and l ∈ N beside distance d.
Figure 5.12(a) illustrates the average distance (d¯) and diameter (D) of the diff algorithm
when compared with the optimal routing algorithm. Figure 5.12(b) and Figure 5.12(c)
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Figure 5.12: Performance of Diff Routing Algorithm in BMG: (a) d¯ and D; (b) d¯ Overhead
(%); (c) D Overhead (Hops)
depict that the diff algorithm is optimal in both d¯ and D for several number of node
configurations. The histogram inside Figure 5.12(c) indicates that there are more than 50%
of node configurations, which the diff algorithm is optimal in terms of D for configurations
between 16 and 4096 nodes. These results also show that, even for a large number of node
configurations, the overhead of diff algorithm (compared with the optimal routing) is less
than 12% for d¯ and ≤ 2 hops for D.
Figure 5.13(a) illustrates the average (d¯) distance and diameter (D) of the diff-v algo-
rithm when compared with the diff and optimal routing algorithms. Figure 5.13(b) and
Figure 5.13(c) depict that the diff-v algorithm is marginally better than the diff algorithm
in terms of d¯ and D. The average d¯ overhead of configurations between 16 and 4096 nodes
is reduced from 5.55% to 4.69%, and the average D overhead is also decreased from 0.454
to 0.449 hops.
Figure 5.14(a) illustrates the average distance (d¯) and diameter (D) of the use of the
bit counting method to calculate the number of hops between two nodes when compared
with the optimal routing algorithm. It depicts that the bit counting method is sub-optimal.
Figure 5.14(b) and Figure 5.14(c) present the overhead of the bit counting method.
The average and maximum values of d¯ and D overhead of the bit counting method in
configurations between 16 and 4096 nodes reduce significantly when compared with those
of the original algorithms, diff and diff-v sub-optimal methods, as shown in Table 5.3. The
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Figure 5.13: Performance of Diff-V Routing Algorithm in BMG: (a) d¯ and D; (b) d¯
Overhead (%); (c) D Overhead (Hops)
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Figure 5.14: Performance of Bit Counting Routing Algorithm in BMG: (a) d¯ and D; (b) d¯
Overhead (%); (c) D Overhead (Hops)
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Table 5.3: The d¯ and D Overhead Comparison
Algorithms d¯ overhead D overhead
Avg (%) Max (%) Avg (hops) Max (hops)
Diff 5.55514 11.3849 0.454055 2
Diff-v 4.69238 10.5893 0.449155 2
Bit Counting 0.903812 2.59803 0.298211 1
Consecutive Bit Elimination 0.0697406 0.580079 0.0355305 1
average values of d¯ overhead of original sub-optimal methods are 5.55514% and 4.69238%;
whereas the average value of d¯ overhead of the bit counting method is only 0.903812%, etc.
Figure 5.15(a) illustrates the average distance (d¯) and diameter (D) of the use of the
consecutive bit elimination method to calculate the number of hops between two nodes
when compared with the optimal routing algorithm. It depicts that the consecutive bit
elimination method is a sub-optimal algorithm. Figure 5.15(b) and Figure 5.15(c) present
the overhead of this method.
The average and maximum values of d¯ and D overhead of the consecutive bit elimi-
nation method in configurations between 16 and 4096 nodes reduce when compared with
other methods as shown in Table 5.3. The average value of d¯ overhead of the consecutive
bit elimination method is only 0.0697406%, which is significantly less than that of other
methods.
Finding distance d using the equivalence class method is the same as distance |d± l× η|
as described above. In practice, the minimum constant (l) to get the optimal result is less
than four [Angskun et al., 2007d] (as shown in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17).
If the number of nodes (η) is an odd number, finding an average distance and a diameter
of the BMG is the same as average distance and diameter from a node to (η−1)2 consecutive
nodes in either direction (e.g., clockwise) because BMG is symmetric. All routing algorithms
from a node to clockwise consecutive nodes are the same as counter-clockwise consecutive
nodes.
Due to the fact that the BMG topology is a vertex symmetric graph, all-pairs of short-
est path (finding shortest path between every pair of vertices in the graph) can be easily
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Figure 5.15: Performance of Consecutive Bit Elimination Routing Algorithm in BMG (a)
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calculated by finding single-source shortest path and reassigning an appropriate node ID
for each source.
To illustrate the performance of the optimal routing algorithm using an equivalence
class method against other routing algorithms, the experiments have been conducted on an
AMD Athlon 2 GHz machine with 1 GB of main memory, running on Linux kernel 2.6.15.
Elapsed time of calling a function that calculates the next hop for each routing algorithm
has been measured.
Figure 5.22 illustrates that the equivalence class method is significantly faster than the
optimal routing algorithm based on the breadth first search. The overhead of this new
optimal routing algorithm is marginally higher than other non-optimal routing algorithms.
5.2.2 Reliability Analysis
The reliability analysis is based on a discrete event simulation. This section presents the
description of the simulation as well as results from the simulation.
BMG Reliability Simulation
The reliability of BMG is defined as its ability to maintain an operation over a period
of time t, i.e., the reliability R(t)= Pr(the network is operational in [0,t ]). The BMG is
“operational” if it can successfully deliver messages from any source to any alive destination,
even in the case where some intermediary nodes have failed. Due to the fact that multicast
and broadcast messages in failure circumstances rely on unicast messages [Angskun et al.,
2007a], this simulation focuses on reliability of the unicast routing.
The unicast messages in BMG size η are simulated by sending messages from all possible
sources to all possible destinations (∆), where sources 6= ∆. Thus, there are η × (η − 1)
simulation cases for normal circumstances. During the failure circumstance, the ϕ failed
nodes are obtained from combinations of all η nodes, i.e.,
(
η
ϕ
)
where the source and desti-
nation nodes 6∈ the failed nodes. Hence, there are (η−2ϕ ) simulation cases for each unicast
transmission.
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The total number of simulation cases of unicast message transmission (T ) for η nodes
of the BMG with ϕ failed nodes is given by
T = η × (η − 1)×
(
η − 2
ϕ
)
=
η!
(η − ϕ− 2)!ϕ! .
The transmission of unicast messages is considered successful if the messages can reach the
destination. This means that the network can deliver messages even in the presence of
failures in the routing path. If there are U unreachable cases due to network bisection, the
percentage of unreachable cases (P ) is defined by
P = (
U
T
)× 100.
Simulation Results and Analysis
The results were obtained by simulating all possible cases as described in the previous
section. The simulation results were obtained from BMG networks of size 11, 13, 14, 15,
17, 18, 20 and 24. All these BMG networks have the same degree (δ = 8). Figure 5.18(a)
illustrates that destinations become unreachable when the number of failed nodes is more
than or equal to eight. However, a percentage of unreachable cases is significant when there
are more than 50% of failed nodes as shown in Figure 5.18(b) .
Not only did the failed nodes affect the reliability of the BMG, but they also affect the
average distance of the BMG. Figure 5.18(c) illustrates the effect of failed nodes on the
average distance for the remaining nodes in the case where the logical topology is constant.
It indicates that the failed nodes have an effect on the average distance, especially on a
large number of nodes. The average distance marginally increases when the number of
failed nodes increases and eventually reduces to one when only two nodes are left in the
BMG.
The effect of β and its corresponding α parameters (as shown in Table 5.2) in the Weibull
lifetime distribution to the percentage of success of unicast operations are illustrated in
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Figure 5.18: Effect of Failed Nodes to % Unreachable and Average Distance: (a) % Un-
reachable (Small Number of Nodes); (b) % Unreachable (Large Number of Nodes); (c)
Average Distance
Figure 5.19. It shows that the BMG is more reliable than the CST for every value of the β
parameter.
These simulations reveal potential problems of network bisection and a decrease in
routing performance when the network has a high percentage of failed nodes. Fortunately,
these problems can be prevented by a self-healing capability as discussed in section 4.2.4.
Evaluation results of the self-healing methods are presented in section 5.2.4
5.2.3 Performance of Bit Counting Techniques
This section presents the evaluation of bit counting algorithms (as described in section 4.2.3).
The experiments have been conducted on an AMD AthlonTM64 Processor 3500+ 2.2 GHz
machine with 1 GB of main memory, running on Linux kernel 2.6.18. Elapsed time of each
bit counting function has been measured. These functions are faster because they use a
simple logic to compute the bit counting. Thus, the timing function must be precise (i.e.,
it could not rely on the gettimeofday function). The elapsed time was computed from tickHz ,
where the CPU tick was read with an assembly code (RDTSC instruction). The Hz is the
CPU frequency (i.e., this timer is precise up to 10−9 seconds on a GHz machine). The
input numbers are generated with three bit patterns: random, consecutive bits from right
to left and consecutive bits from left to right. Performance of bit counting methods are
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Figure 5.19: Weibull Distribution on Unicast (MTBF=26,280): (a) β = 0.5; (b) β = 1.0;
(c) β = 1.5
presented in Figure 5.20. The x-axis is the percent probability of bit-1 in the input number.
It illustrates that performance of the naive method is dependent upon the pattern of bits,
while the skip zero is dependent on the numbers of bits. All other methods calculate the bit
counting with in a constant time. The lookup table is the fastest method. However, if the
methods were compiled with an optimized version (e.g. gcc -O3) as shown in Figure 5.21,
the performance of lookup table and parallel methods is roughly the same.
5.2.4 Performance of Self-Healing Techniques
This section presents the evaluation of the algorithm that calculates the added and removed
links for the adaptive method (as described in section 4.2.4). The number of connections
required by naive and adaptive methods is also evaluated.
The updated link calculation algorithm has been evaluated with several numbers of
failed nodes (vary from 1 failed node to δ − 1 failed nodes) in the BMG sized between 16
and 4096 nodes. The failed nodes were randomly selected. The experiments have been
conducted on an AMD AthlonTM64 Processor 3500+ 2.2 GHz machine with 1 GB of main
memory, running on Linux kernel 2.6.15. Elapsed time of the calling function that calculates
the added and removed links has been measured. The algorithm scales quite well to the
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Figure 5.20: Performance of Bit Counting Methods: (a) Random; (b) Consecutive Bits
from Right to Left; (c) Consecutive Bits from Left to Right
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Figure 5.21: Performance of Bit Counting Methods (Optimized): (a) Random; (b) Con-
secutive Bits from Right to Left; (c) Consecutive Bits from Left to Right
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Figure 5.22: Experimental Results: (a) Performance of Updated Link Calculation Algo-
rithm; (b) Number of Added Link per Node; (c) Number of Removed Link per Node
number of nodes as illustrated in Figure 5.22(a) . The number of failed nodes has marginally
affected the performance of this algorithm.
The number of added and removed connections affects the performance of the self-
healing procedure. The performance is also dependent on other platform dependent factors
such as time to establish a connection (e.g., three-way handshake in TCP). Figure 5.22(b)
and Figure 5.22(c) present the number of added and removed connections per node in
both naive and adaptive methods. The average (mean) number of connections per node
of the naive method is significantly higher than that of the adaptive method because the
naive method has to update more links than the adaptive method. The standard deviation
(STD) of both graphs indicates that the adaptive method has more balance of load than
the naive method. Due to the fact that all nodes establish the connection simultaneously,
the adaptive method has more parallelism than the naive method.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This dissertation aims to analyze, understand and improve state of the art mechanisms
for managing highly dynamic, large scale applications. The dissertation demonstrates that
the use of new scalable and fault-tolerant topologies combined with rerouting techniques
builds parallel runtime environments, which are able to efficiently and reliably deliver sets
of information to a large number of processes.
Two scalable and fault-tolerant topologies called Complete k -ary sibling tree (CST) and
Binomial graph (BMG) have been introduced. The CST is a k -ary tree, where k is fanout
(k ≥ 2) and the nodes on the same level are linked together using a ring topology. The
BMG is an undirected graph G :=(V,E ), where V is a set of nodes (vertices); |V | = η and
E is a set of links (edges). Each node i, where i∈V and i=0, 1, ..., η-1, has links to a
set of nodes U, where U={i±1, i±2, ..., ±2k|2k ≤η} in circular space. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first ones to develop these kinds of network topologies.
The theoretical capability of these topologies was illustrated by several important graph
properties in terms of both scalability and fault-tolerance such as diameter, cost factor,
traffic density, connectivity and fault-diameter. These properties have been compared with
other related topologies. Properties of BMG have been shown to be comparable or better
than other related topologies (including CST). It is a regular and symmetric graph. It has
good scalable properties such as reasonable degree, low diameter, low average distance low
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cost factor and low message traffic density. It also has good fault-tolerant properties such
as optimal connectivity, low fault-diameter and strong resilience.
Several fault-tolerant routing algorithms have been provided for each topology. They
are used to handle different basic message types such as unicast, multicast and broadcast.
In addition, efficient and optimal routing algorithms of collective operations such as gather
(all-to-one), allgather (all-to-all) and barrier (synchronization) are also provided for BMG.
Accuracy and performance of these algorithms have been evaluated in both normal and
failure circumstances. Experimental results show that these algorithms are either optimal
or near-optimal. Calculating optimal paths with these algorithms can be performed in a
matter of micro-seconds.
To ensure reliability of these topologies, especially in failure circumstances, the reliability
of these topologies has been analyzed. The reliability analysis has been performed by a
discrete event simulation based on both Exponential and Weibull distributions. The results
indicate that BMG is significantly more reliable than CST. The probability of bisection in
BMG is not noticeable until the number of failed nodes reaches 50%. In order to prevent
the potential of network bisection, self-healing mechanisms for both topologies have been
investigated. In a failure circumstance, each node calculates its own links and adapts
connections according to new topology size. Not only were the self-healing methods useful
for network bisection prevention, but they may also be used in the opposite direction, i.e.,
to dynamically expand the size of the network. Additionally, the self-healing methods have
been shown to reduce an overhead from reconstructing the network up to 90%.
This dissertation builds a communication framework based on the topologies (as a proof
of concept) to support parallel runtime environments. The communication protocols un-
derneath the framework have been formally verified to work in both normal and failure
circumstances without creating any of the common problems such as broadcast storm,
deadlock and non-progress cycle. The framework also has a run-time stack trace to aid in
debugging applications.
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There are several improvements that could be implemented for the near future. Making
the routing algorithm aware of the underlying network topology (in both the LAN and
WAN environments) will greatly improve the overall performance. This is equivalent to
adding a function cost on each possible path and integrating this function cost into the
computation of the shortest path. A faster and more accurate re-routing algorithm in
failure circumstances should be explored. The simulation of reliability analysis could be
improved by reducing its complexity and supporting other lifetime distributions, such as
Lognormal, for more accuracy of the analysis. A more generalized topology of BMG (called
X-nomial graph) could be investigated. A node may have links to neighbors that have a
distance power of X (instead of power of 2 as in BMG) in both a clockwise and counter-
clockwise direction, i.e., X-nomial graph is an undirected graph G :=(V,E ) where V is a set
of nodes (vertices); |v| = η and E is a set of links (edges). Each node i, where i∈V and
i=0, 1, ..., η-1, has links to a set of nodes U, where U={i±1,i±x,...,±xk|xk ≤η} in circular
space.
Over a longer term, several pieces of the dissertation will be included in the runtime
environments of the FT-MPI and Open MPI libraries. BMG and its routing algorithms
will be used as communication topologies in the distributed recovery procedure of FT-MPI
and communication system in HARNESS. These approaches should improve scalability,
and also maintain fault-tolerant properties of both HARNESS and FT-MPI. The BMG
and its routing algorithms are also planned to serve as a logical topology for Open RTE.
They will be used as a scalable information exchange framework between the Open RTE
daemons (ORTED). The run-time stack trace (RTST) will also be integrated with both
HARNESS/FT-MPI and Open RTE/Open MPI.
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Appendix A
User’s Guide
The implementation of a communication framework in this dissertation is called SFT (Scal-
able and Fault-Tolerant communication framework). It is distributed as a standalone library.
SFT aims to support various message passing implementations including, but not limited
to, a fault-tolerant implementation of the message passing interface called FT-MPI, as well
as a modular system implementation called Open MPI.
For installing SFT, please use the guidelines in section A.1. The programming guide of
the SFT library is presented in section A.2 In case of any further problems, please contact
angskun@cs.utk.edu.
A.1 Installation
This section describes a detail of installation procedures of the SFT library. The simplest
way to compile the SFT library is illustrated in section A.1.1. Several commonly used
configuration options are listed in section A.1.2. Section A.1.3, A.1.4 and A.1.5 discuss how
to customize installation directories, logical topologies and directory services, respectively.
Section A.1.7 describes how to run in a debug mode. Setting up a secure connection is
presented in section A.1.6. Finally, tuning various parameters is described in section A.1.8.
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A.1.1 Quick Start
1. “cd” to the directory containing the SFT source code and type “./configure” to con-
figure the package for your system. If you are using “csh” on an old version of System
V, you might need to type “sh ./configure” instead to prevent “csh” from trying to
execute the configure itself. Running configure may takes a while. While running,
it prints some messages telling which features it is checking for. Some further options
of configure can be determined by using “./configure –help”.
2. Type “make” to compile the SFT library.
3. Optionally, type “make check” to run any self-tests that come with the package.
4. Type “make install” to install the programs and any data files and documentation.
5. A user can remove the program binaries and object files from the source code directory
by typing “make clean”. To also remove the files that configure created (so you can
compile the package for different kinds of computers), you must type “make distclean”.
There is also a “make maintainer-clean” target, but that is mainly intended for the
developers of the package. If you use it, you may get all sorts of other programs in
order to regenerate files that came with the distribution.
A.1.2 Configure Options
Environment Variables:
CC C compiler command
CFLAGS C compiler flags
LDFLAGS Linker flags, e.g., -L<lib dir> if you have libraries in a nonstandard
directory <lib dir>
CPPFLAGS C/C++ preprocessor flags, e.g., -I<include dir> if you have
headers in a nonstandard directory <include dir>
CPP C preprocessor
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CXX C++ compiler command
CXXFLAGS C++ compiler flags
CXXCPP C++ preprocessor
Installation Directories:
–prefix=PREFIX Install architecture-independent files in PREFIX
–exec-prefix=EPREFIX Install architecture-dependent files in EPREFIX
Optional Features:
–disable-FEATURE Do not include FEATURE (–enable-FEATURE=no)
–enable-FEATURE[=ARG] Include FEATURE [ARG=yes]
–enable-ssl Use SSL-libraries for authentication (default = no)
–enable-topology=XXX Set supported topologies: BMG or CST
–enable-cst-fanout=NUM Set fanout of the CST
–enable-ds=XXX Set directory services: FTMPI, OMPI or LDAP
–enable-max-buffer=NUM Set maximum buffer size
–enable-max-handle=NUM Set maximum number of handle
–enable-contact-port=NUM Set default contact port
–enable-port-range=NUM Set default port range
–enable-debug Enable debugging code (default: disabled)
Optional Packages:
–with-PACKAGE[=ARG] Use PACKAGE [ARG=yes]
–without-PACKAGE Do not use PACKAGE (–with-PACKAGE=no)
–with-ssl-dir=SSLDIR Give the path for OpenSSL /usr/local/ssl
A.1.3 Customized Installation Directories
By default, the “make install” command will install all the files in “/usr/local/bin”, “/us-
r/local/lib”, etc. Users can specify an installation prefix other than “/usr/local” using
“–prefix”, as an option of the configure, e.g., “./configure –prefix=$HOME”.
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Users can also specify separated installation prefixes for architecture-specific files and
architecture-independent files. If you give the configure “–exec-prefix=PREFIX” option,
the package will use PREFIX as the prefix for installing programs and libraries. Documen-
tation and other data files will still use the regular prefix. In addition, you may use the
following options for fine tuning of the installation directories.
Optional Packages:
–bindir=DIR User executables [EPREFIX/bin]
–sbindir=DIR System admin executables [EPREFIX/sbin]
–libexecdir=DIR Program executables [EPREFIX/libexec]
–datadir=DIR Read-only architecture-independent data [PREFIX/share]
–sysconfdir=DIR Read-only single-machine data [PREFIX/etc]
–sharedstatedir=DIR Modifiable architecture-independent data [PREFIX/com]
–localstatedir=DIR Modifiable single-machine data [PREFIX/var]
–libdir=DIR Object code libraries [EPREFIX/lib]
–includedir=DIR C header files [PREFIX/include]
–oldincludedir=DIR C header files for non-gcc [/usr/include]
–infodir=DIR Info documentation [PREFIX/info]
–mandir=DIR Man documentation [PREFIX/man]
A.1.4 Customized Logical Topologies
As mentioned in chapter 3, there are two logical network topologies supported in this dis-
sertation. They are called Complete k -ary sibling tree (CST) and Binomial graph (BMG).
By default, SFT is configured with the BMG topology. Users may change the logical
topology of SFT to CST by providing “–enable-topology=CST” as an option of the con-
figure. In addition, users may also specify fanout for CST using option “–enable-cst-
fanout=<NUMBER>”. By default, the fanout of CST is two (i.e. a complete binary-sibling
tree).
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A.1.5 Customized Directory Services
SFT provides a built-in directory service, however, users may use the existing external
directory services instead to reduce processes running in the system. Currently, there are
three directory services supported in SFT: name service (of FT-MPI), GPR (of Open MPI)
and LDAP. In order to use an external service, users must provide “–enable-ds=<NAME>”
as an option of the configure, where <NAME> is one of FTMPI, OMPI and LDAP.
If “–enable-ds=FTMPI” is specfied, the “$HARNESS ROOT” and “$HARNESS ARCH”
environment variables must be set to the appropriate values before running the configure.
Please see the FT-MPI manual for more details.
A.1.6 Setting Up a Secure Connection
The communication of SFT supports a secure connection via SSL (Secure Socket Layer).
However, the communication performance might be degraded. Users may enable SSL by
running configure with the “–enable-ssl” option. Users may also specify a path to the SSL
library via the “–with-ssl-dir=SSLDIR” option.
Users must copy key and certificate files that are signed by a certificate authority (CA)
to “$HOME/.sft/sft ssl IPADDRESS”. The certificate file of CA of users must be located
in a file called “$HOME/.sft/sft ssl root IPADDRESS”. Users may create his/her own key,
certificate and CA by a tool called CA.pl. It should be located under the “/usr/share/ss-
l/misc” directory. The procedure of creating key, certificate and CA is as follows:
1. Creating a CA is done by “CA.pl -newca” command. The certificate file of the CA
should be located in the “demoCA/cacert.pem” directory. Users may copy the “cac-
ert.pem” to “$HOME/.sft/sft ssl root IPADDRESS”.
2. Users may create the certificate for clients and servers by either certificate request with
the “CA.pl -newreq” command or create a self-signed certificate by “CA.pl -newcert”.
The private key certificate is written to “newreq.pem”.
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3. Users may sign the certificate by signing the certificate request with “CA.pl -sign”
or the “CA.pl -signreq” command. Users may also sign the self-signed certificate
with “CA.pl -signcert”. The CA.pl expects the certificate request in the file named
“newreq.pem”. The new certificate is written to “newcert.pem” file. Users may use
the private key section in “newreq.pem” and the certificate from “newcert.pem” as
the “sft ssl IPADDRESS”.
A.1.7 Enabling the Debug Mode
Users may enable the debug mode of SFT by a specified “–enable-debug” option in the
configure. SFT is automatically compiled with “-g” option (i.e., the debugging information
are inserted). Source code with the assert function will be checked and the run-time stack
trace (RTST) as described in section 4.3.2 will be enabled.
A.1.8 Tuning Parameters
There are several parameters that can be fine tuned during the configure. Users may
specify the maximum buffer size and the maximum number of handles with “–enable-max-
buffer=NUM” and “–enable-max-handle=NUM”, respectively. The default contact port
number and range can be specified by “–enable-contact-port=NUM” and “–enable-port-
range=NUM” options. These options might help running the SFT application across a
firewall, especially in grid environments.
A.2 Programming Guide
The SFT library currently provides Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for C de-
velopers. They are listed in section A.2.2. Predefined macros and constants are listed in
section A.2.1.
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A.2.1 Predefined Macros and Constants
Error Constants:
SFT ERR BUF Invalid buffer.
SFT ERR DEST Invalid destination.
SFT ERR DS Cannot contact a directory service.
SFT ERR GID Invalid group ID.
SFT ERR ID ALL SFT xID ALL is not supported in this function.
SFT ERR ID ANY SFT xID ANY is not supported in this function.
SFT ERR NID Invalid node ID.
SFT ERR NONE Success.
SFT ERR TRUN Data has been truncated.
SFT ERR UNKNOWN Unknown error.
SFT ERR UUID Invalid universally unique identifier (UUID).
ID Management Macros
As discussed in section 4.3.1, a group in SFT means a group of nodes that belongs to the
same topology. Each node has a unique ID across multiple groups. This unique ID is called
the universally unique identifier (UUID). The UUID can be mapped to a group ID (GID)
and a node ID (NID). The GID is unique among multiple groups, while NID is unique
within a group.
SFT UUID(GID, NID)
Description Convert group identifier (GID) and node identifier (NID)
to the universally unique identifier (UUID)
Parameters [sft gid t] GID - Group identifier
[sft nid t] NID - Node identifier
Return Value [sft uuid t] Universally unique identifier
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SFT GID(UUID)
Description Get group identifier (GID) from universally unique identifier (UUID)
Parameters [sft uuid t] UUID - Universally unique identifier
Return Value [sft gid t] Group identifier
SFT GID SELF(hd)
Description Get Group identifier (NID) of itself from an associative handle.
Parameters [sft handle t *] hd - A handle returned by the sft init function
Return Value [sft gid t] Group identifier
SFT NID(UUID)
Description Get node identifier (NID) from universally unique identifier (UUID)
Parameters [sft uuid t] UUID - Universally unique identifier
Return Value [sft nid t] Node identifier
SFT NID SELF(hd)
Description Get node identifier (NID) of itself from an associative handle.
Parameters [sft handle t *] hd - A handle returned by the sft init function
Return Value [sft nid t] Node identifier
Predefined Constants:
SFT UUID ANY Any node
SFT UUID MIN Minimum value of the universal unique identifier
SFT UUID MAX Maximum value of the universal unique identifier
SFT UUID ALL All nodes
SFT NID ANY Any nodes in the same group
SFT NID MIN Minimum value of the node identifier
SFT NID MAX Maximum value of the node identifier
SFT NID ALL All nodes in the same group
SFT GID ANY Any group
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SFT GID MIN Minimum value of the group identifier
SFT GID MAX Maximum value of the group identifier
SFT GID ALL All groups
By default, the UUID is a 32-bit integer that consists of 8 bit of GID and 24 bit of NID,
i.e., the communication framework supports up to 254 groups and each group may have a
number of nodes up to 16,777,214 nodes. These default values can be changed in the file
“sft types.h”.
A.2.2 C Application Programming Interfaces
Every source code that uses the SFT library must include the “sft.h” file. It declares
prototypes of all functions and includes necessary header files. Each process must initialize
the SFT library by calling the sft init function. It registers the signal handler (if compiled
in debug mode), allocates the buffer and initializes a logical topology. This function may
be called more than once with different group IDs, if the process is a multi-home (please
see section 4.3.1 for more details). The prototype of the sft init function is as follows.
sft handle t * sft init(int n, sft gid t gid, sft nid t nid)
Description Initialize the SFT library. This function returns when all nodes
in the same group have been initialized
Parameters n - Number of nodes that belong to the same group
gid - Group identifier
nid - Node identifier (0 = automatically assigned)
Return Value A handle is used by other function
Each process should call sft finalize to clean up and free all allocated memories. All
other functions must be called between sft init and sft finalize. The prototype of the
sft finalize function is as follows.
int sft finalize(sft handle t *hd)
Description Finalize the SFT library
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Parameters hd - A handle is returned by the sft init function
Return Value Error number
Sending a message can be done through a function called sft send. It immediately re-
turns after the message buffer is reused. However, it does not guarantee when the mes-
sages are actually sent. A node may send a broadcast message by setting the destination
ID to UUID(SFT GID SELF(hd), SFT NID ALL), i.e., the node sends messages to all
nodes in the same group ID. The destination ID can not be set to SFT NID ANY and
SFT GID ANY. Broadcast and multicast (or unicast) to the same group at the same time
is not supported. The prototype of this function is as follows:
int sft send(sft handle t *hd, unsigned int tag,
void *msg, int msg size, sft uuid t *dest, int n dest)
Description Send messages
Parameters hd - A handle is returned by the sft init function
tag - A message tag
msg - Message buffer
msg size - Message size
dest - A list of destination IDs
n dest - Number of destination IDs (in the list)
Return Value Error number
Receiving a message is done in a non-blocking fashion. A process must register the receive
function as a callback with the sft register recvcb. The receive function is a function
that has one parameter with type “sft handle t *” and the return type is “int”. The
receive function that has been registered will automatically be called when a message with
a matching destination arrives. The prototype of the sft register recvcb function is as
follows:
int sft register recvcb( sft handle t *hd, sft recvcb t function )
Description Register a receive callback function
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Parameters hd - A handle is returned by the sft init function
function - the receive function
Return Value Error number
Inside the receive function, a process may read the actual data with the sft recv function.
This function can not be called outside the receive function. This function will read
the message to buffer along with information attached to the message. Currently, the
information is source ID (info.srcID) and the message tag (info.tag). The prototype of the
sft recv function is as follows:
int sft recv(void *msg, int msg size, sft info t *info)
Description Receive messages
Parameters msg - Message buffer
msg size - Message size
info - Information is attached to the message.
Return Value Error number
If a process has nothing else to do, it must call a progress function (sft progress). This
function progresses all pending messages and forwards messages to appropriate destinations.
This function can be called in blocking and non-blocking fashion by specifying an appro-
priate timeout. The positive timeout is a timeout for a non-blocking mode in milli-seconds.
The negative timeout means a blocking mode. The prototype of the sft progress function
is as follows:
int sft progress(sft handle t *hd, int timeout)
Description Receive messages
Parameters hd - A handle is returned by the sft init function
timeout - timeout is a timeout in milli-seconds
Return Value Error number
A regular node may become a gateway node by calling the sft connect function. (Please
see section 4.3.1 for more details). This function will establish a connection with a node in
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the remote group. If UUID(groupID, SFT NID ANY) is specified as the remote gateway
ID, it will randomly select a node in the remote group as a gateway. The prototype of the
sft connect function is as follows:
int sft connect( sft handle t *hd, sft uuid t remote gatewayID )
Description Connect to a remote node
Parameters hd - A handle is returned by the sft init function
remote gatewayID - Remote gateway ID
Return Value Error number
The connection that has been established by sft connect can be closed by the sft disconnect
function. The prototype of the sft disconnect function is as follows.
int sft disconnect( sft handle t *hd, sft uuid t remote gatewayID )
Description Disconnect from a node in remote groups
Parameters hd - A handle is returned by the sft init function
remote gatewayID - Remote gateway ID
Return Value Error number
All nodes in the same group can be terminated by a function sft shutdown. This function
sends a control message to shutdown all nodes in the group. All nodes will be exited
regardless of their status. The prototype of the sft shutdown function is as follows:
int sft shutdown( sft handle t *hd )
Description Terminate all nodes in the same group
Parameters hd - A handle is returned by the sft init function
Return Value Error number
An error number can be translated to an error message with the sft errstring function.
This function supports multi-languages (i18n) with the message catalog. SFT provides built-
in English-US language in the file include/sft error en US. Users may add error messages in
their own language by copying the built-in file to their own locale (e.g., sft error th TH
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for Thai language). Then, users convert the file to the catalog by using the “gencat (or
mkcatdefs)” command, e.g., “gencat sft error.cat sft error th TH –header=sft error.h” and
copy sft error.cat into a directory of NLSPATH. The prototype of the sft errstring function
is as follows:
char * sft errstring( int err no )
Description Convert an error number to an error message.
Parameters err no - An error number
Return Value An error message
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